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Introduction

This document provides important information about fixes, enhancements, and key features that are
available in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2. The document is designed particularly for to those who install
Acumatica ERP or develop applications for it. All users can benefit from reviewing this content to
determine how they may benefit from the changes in this release.

To try new features and improvements, you can use the demo company, which you can easily deploy by
selecting the SalesDemo item in the Acumatica ERP Configuration Wizard. For detailed information on
deploying the demo company and working with the demo data, see Demo Materials on the Acumatica
partner portal.

http://partners.acumatica.com/sales/demo-materials/
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Installation and Upgrade Notes

For a detailed description of the general procedure of updating Acumatica ERP, see Updating Acumatica
ERP in the Installation Guide.

We strongly recommend that before you update Acumatica ERP to a newer product version, you back
up all configuration files and databases used by the application instances. An upgrade to Acumatica ERP
2018 R2 from previous major versions (such as Version 2017 R2) may cause issues with customizations
and dashboards.

Multiple changes have been made in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 in comparison to Version 2018 R1 that
may affect customizations and integrations. For details, see Upgrade Procedure: Customizations.

If your Acumatica ERP instance was integrated with software provided by an independent software
vendor (ISV) partner, we recommend that you consult with your partner about the compatibility of its
products with Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

Upgrade Policy

On the Apply Updates (SM203510) form, only minor updates for your current version of Acumatica
ERP are available. You should upgrade your Acumatica ERP instance from previous major versions of
the system to Version 2018 R2 manually on the server. (An upgrade through the web interface is not
supported because the customization of your Acumatica ERP instance may be incompatible with Version
2018 R2 due to changes in Version 2018 R2.)

Important:  An upgrade through the web interface is not supported from Version 2018 R2 Beta to later
builds of Version 2018 R2.

Prerequisite Steps

Before administrators install or upgrade Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 locally, they need to do the following:

1. Switch the Internet Information Services application pool where your Acumatica ERP 2018 R2
instance will be installed to Integrated mode. (Classic mode is not supported.)

2. Install Microsoft .NET Frameworks 4.7.1 on the server where your Acumatica ERP 2018 R2
instance will be installed.

Upgrade Notes

The upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 must be performed as described in the following table. The
upgrade process depends on the version from which you are upgrading.

From Version Upgrade Path

2018 R2 Beta An upgrade to later builds of Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 is supported.

2018 R2 Preview 2 An upgrade to later builds of Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 is not supported. You must
completely remove all components of the system and install the later build from
scratch.

2018 R2 Preview 1 An upgrade to later builds of Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 is not supported. You must
completely remove all components of the system and install the later build from
scratch.

2018 R1 A direct upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 is supported.

2017 R2 A direct upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 is supported.

6.2 A direct upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 is supported.

http://help.acumatica.com/wiki/ShowWiki.aspx?pageid=2dbe2cc3-f872-4f62-82e5-f9a11c0f9c31
http://help.acumatica.com/wiki/ShowWiki.aspx?pageid=2dbe2cc3-f872-4f62-82e5-f9a11c0f9c31
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From Version Upgrade Path

6.1 A direct upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 is supported.

6 Incremental upgrade is required. The following steps must be performed in the
listed order:

1. Upgrade to the latest 2017 R2 X build available

2. Upgrade to Version 2018 R2

5.3 Incremental upgrade is required. The following steps must be performed in the
listed order:

1. Upgrade to the latest 2017 R2 X build available

2. Upgrade to Version 2018 R2

Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 RTW can be upgraded from the following particular versions:

• 2018 R1 Update 10 (18.110.0017) and earlier

• 2017 R2 Update 11 (17.211.0022) and earlier

• 6.1 Update 24 (6.10.2412) and earlier

For the list of previous upgradable versions for later 2018 R2 updates, see Release Notes for the
particular 2018 R2 update.

Known Issues

Accounts Receivable

AC-116997: When users prepare customer statements on the Prepare Statements (AR503000) form,
performance degradation may occur for the statement cycle, if the Print Empty Statements check
box is selected for this cycle on the Statement Cycles (AR202800) form.
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Upgrade Procedure: Customizations

Multiple changes have been made since Acumatica ERP 2018 R1 Update 10 (18.110.0017) that may
affect reports, customizations, and integrations that were implemented by the developers for the prior
versions.

To prevent breaking changes in the customizations, the developer should do the following:

1. Analyze the customization projects.

2. Carefully read the list of breaking changes in the Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 Technical Release
Notes document, which is available on the Acumatica partner portal.

3. Replace the changed objects with their alternatives. See additional recommendations in Upgrade
Procedure: Breaking Changes.

4. If the objects used in the customization projects have been removed and no alternatives have
been provided, consider creating new customization projects.

5. If the customization projects include any custom endpoints, perform the upgrade procedure
described in Upgrade Procedure: Custom Web Service Endpoints.

6. If the customization projects include any customizations of the Acumatica mobile application,
perform the upgrade procedure described in Upgrade Procedure: Customizations of the Mobile
App.

After an upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, to detect the changes that break existing customization
projects, the developer can check the compatibility of the code included in all published customization
projects with the original code. For details, see To Validate the Compatibility of the Published
Customization with a New Version Before an Upgrade in the Customization Guide.

:  The validation that detects breaking changes is turned on by default in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2. If
any errors occur during the validation, see To Resolve an Issue Discovered During the Validation in the
Customization Guide.

https://help.acumatica.com/?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=ef134679-1af0-40fe-b44e-286cbf7fcc9c
https://help.acumatica.com/?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=ef134679-1af0-40fe-b44e-286cbf7fcc9c
https://help.acumatica.com/?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=8386c2f2-cf29-44ac-b04a-0e16e1aa28f6
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Upgrade Procedure: Breaking Changes

Multiple changes have been made since Version 2018 R1 Update 10 (18.110.0017) that may affect
reports, customizations, and integrations that were implemented by the developers for the prior
versions. The complete list of the changes with the possible alternatives is provided in the Acumatica
ERP 2018 R2 Technical Release Notes document. Additional recommendations are described in the
sections below.

Changes to the Selection of Records from the Database

Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 includes performance improvements that affect the selection of records from
the database. (For details on these improvements, see Platform: Deferred Query Execution.) Because
of these improvements, a call of PXSelect<...>.Select(...) does not fetch any records from the
database and does not fill the corresponding PXCache object with records. To make the system fetch
records from the database, a developer needs to directly cast the result of the query execution to a
data access class (DAC) or an array of DACs, or iterate through DACs in the result with the foreach
statement.

Changes in the Translation of BQL Commands to SQL

Because of the changes that have been made to the translation of BQL commands to SQL (for details,
see Platform: Object Layer in Business Query Language), developers should perform the following
updates of customization projects:

• If the customization code implements any custom business query language (BQL) classes,
implement the AppendExpression method of IBqlCreator in these classes.

• Replace the use of the FieldName property of PXCommandPreparingEventArgs with the Expr
property, as well as the PXCommandPreparingEventArgs.FieldDescription.FieldName field with
PXCommandPreparingEventArgs.FieldDescription.Expr.

Changes to the Opportunities (CR304000), Quotes (CR304500), Service Orders (FS300100),
and Appointments (FS300200) Forms

Reusable business objects have been implemented for the multi-currency functionality on the
Opportunities (CR304000), Sales Quotes (CR304500), Service Orders (FS300100), and Appointments
(FS300200) forms. (For details about reusable business objects, see Platform: Reusable Business
Objects with Support of Unit Tests.) This implementation affects the classes listed in the following table.

In the PX.Objects.CR namespace In the PX.Objects.FS namespace

• CROpportunity

• CROpportunityDiscountDetail

• CROpportunityProducts

• CROpportunityTax

• CRQuote

• CRTaxTran

• OpportunityMaint

• QuoteMaint

• FSAppointment

• FSAppointmentDet

• FSAppointmentPart

• FSAppointmentInventoryItem

• FSContractAction

• FSServiceOrder

• FSSODet

• FSSODetPart

• AppointmentEntryBase
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In the PX.Objects.CR namespace In the PX.Objects.FS namespace

• ServiceOrderEntry

If a customization includes references to these classes, in the code that includes these references, the
developer should replace the PX.Objects.CM using directive with PX.Objects.CM.Extensions.

Changes Related to the New Tax Integration Calculation Plug-in

Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 supports integration with external tax providers other than Avalara. (For details
about the integration with tax providers, see Finance: Plug-in for Tax Calculation Integration.) The
following changes should be performed in customizations that affect Avalara integration if the noted
errors occur during validation of the customizations:

• For the Method System.String GetAvalaraLocationCode in graph extension is marked as
[PXOverride], but the original method with such name has not been found in PXGraph error, the
customization code should be rewritten to use the current ExternalTax graph extensions.

• For the The type or namespace name 'IAddressBase' could not be found or Failed to
resolve type reference: PX.Data.IContactBase declared in PX.Data error, the using
PX.CS.Contracts.Interfaces; directive should be added to the customization code.

• For the Failed to resolve type reference: PX.Objects.CS.IAddressValidationService
declared in PX.Objects error, the customization code should be rewritten to use
PX.Objects.CS.PXAddressValidator or PX.AddressValidator.IAddressValidator.

• For the Failed to resolve type reference: PX.Data.ICarrierService declared in PX.Data error, a
reference to PX.CarrierService and the corresponding using directive should be added to the
customization code.

Changes in Relationships in Opportunities and Quotes

The key fields of the tables have been changed, as shown in the following table.

Table Name Previous Key Fields Current Key Fields

CROpportunityDiscountDetail OpportunityID and RevisionID QuoteID

CROpportunityTax OpportunityID and RevisionID QuoteID

CROpportunityProducts OpportunityID and RevisionID QuoteID

CRQuote OpportunityID and RevisionID QuoteID

CROpportunity DefRevisionID DefQuoteID

Users can execute the following SQL scripts to find potentially corrupted relations in generic inquiries. If
the scripts return empty results, no relations are corrupted.

SELECT GIDesign.CompanyID, GIDesign.[Name] AS GI, GIWhere.DataFieldName 
  FROM GIWhere
JOIN GIDesign ON 
  GIDesign.CompanyID = GIWhere.CompanyID 
  AND GIDesign.DesignID = GIWhere.DesignID
WHERE DataFieldName IN
(
 'CROpportunity.revisionID',
 'CRQuote.revisionID',
 'CROpportunityProducts.revisionID',
 'CROpportunityTax.revisionID',
 'CROpportunityDiscountDetail.revisionID',
 
 'CROpportunityProducts.opportunityID',
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 'CROpportunityTax.opportunityID',
 'CROpportunityDiscountDetail.opportunityID'
)
ORDER BY GIDesign.CompanyID, GIDesign.[Name], DataFieldName

SELECT GIDesign.CompanyID, GIDesign.[Name] AS GI, 
       GIRelation.ParentTable +'.' + GIOn.ParentField AS Parent, 
       GIRelation.ChildTable +'.' + GIOn.ChildField AS Child 
  FROM GIOn
JOIN GIRelation ON 
  GIRelation.CompanyID = GIOn.CompanyID 
  AND GIRelation.DesignID = GIOn.DesignID 
  AND GIRelation.LineNbr = GIOn.RelationNbr
JOIN GIDesign ON 
  GIDesign.CompanyID = GIOn.CompanyID 
  AND GIDesign.DesignID = GIOn.DesignID
WHERE
(
 GIRelation.ParentTable IN 
 ('CROpportunityProducts', 'CROpportunityTax', 'CROpportunityDiscountDetail')
 OR
 GIRelation.ChildTable IN 
 ('CROpportunityProducts', 'CROpportunityTax', 'CROpportunityDiscountDetail')
) AND (GIOn.ParentField IN ('opportunityID', 'revisionID') 
  OR GIOn.ChildField IN ('opportunityID', 'revisionID'))
ORDER BY GIDesign.CompanyID, GIDesign.[Name]

SELECT GIDesign.CompanyID, GIDesign.[Name] AS GI, 
       GIRelation.ParentTable +'.' + GIOn.ParentField AS Parent, 
       GIRelation.ChildTable +'.' + GIOn.ChildField AS Child 
  FROM GIOn
JOIN GIRelation ON 
  GIRelation.CompanyID = GIOn.CompanyID 
  AND GIRelation.DesignID = GIOn.DesignID 
  AND GIRelation.LineNbr = GIOn.RelationNbr
JOIN GIDesign ON 
  GIDesign.CompanyID = GIOn.CompanyID 
  AND GIDesign.DesignID = GIOn.DesignID
WHERE
(
 GIRelation.ParentTable IN ('CROpportunity', 'CRQuote')
 OR
 GIRelation.ChildTable IN ('CROpportunity', 'CRQuote')
) AND (GIOn.ParentField = 'revisionID' OR GIOn.ChildField ='revisionID')
ORDER BY GIDesign.CompanyID, GIDesign.[Name]

Changes to the Project and Contract Entities

The DACs that correspond to the entities listed in the table below now have the following key fields:
ContractCD and BaseType. The values of BaseType have been updated as indicated in the table.

Entity Previous Value of BaseType Current Value of BaseType

Project P P

Contract C C

Project template P R

Contract template C T

The other changes have been introduced as follows:

• The IsTemplate field of these DACs is no longer supported.

• Configuration attributes in contract templates are now joined by ID instead of CD.
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• The IAddressBase interface has been moved to the PX.CS.Contracts.Interfaces name
space.

Changes in Expense Receipts

The Receipt Number element in expense receipts is now auto-numbered in accordance with the
numbering sequence that is specified in the Expense Receipt Numbering Sequence box on the Time
and Expenses Preferences (EP101000) form.

The new EPRECEIPT numbering sequence, which can be viewed and modified on the Numbering
Sequences (CS201010) form, has been added to the System data and assigned as the default value of
this box for new installations. For existing installations, during the upgrade, this numbering sequence is
also inserted into this box. The IDs of existing expense receipts are overwritten based on this sequence
during upgrade. If this numbering sequence is modified, the administrator should take into account the
identifiers assigned by the system during the upgrade.

Changes in the Data Structure for the PMRecurringItem, PMDetailAcum, PMRecurringAcum
Classes

The following changes have been made:

• The PMRecurringItem data access class is replaced with the modified PMDetail class.

Upgrade procedure transfers the data from the PMRecurringItem database table to the PMDetail
table. No action is required from the user.

• The PMDetailAcum, PMRecurringAcum helper classes that were used for internal purposes have
been refactored and are no longer used. These classes were not mapped to any data, therefore
there is nothing to migrate during the upgrade procedure.

The upgrade procedure that transforms the data from PMRecurringItem to PMDetail looks as follows. 
You can use this script as a reference if you need to transform custom data that is used to refer to the
PMRecurringItem records.

--Moving Data from PMDetail into PMReccuringItem
IF NOT EXISTS(SELECT TOP 1 * FROM PMRecurringItem)
 INSERT INTO [PMRecurringItem] ([CompanyID], [ProjectID], [TaskID], 
   [InventoryID], [Description], [UOM], [Amount], [AccountID], 
   [AccountSource], [SubMask], [SubID], [ResetUsage], [Included], 
   [Used], [UsedTotal], [LastBilledDate], [LastBilledQty], [CreatedByID], 
   [CreatedByScreenID], [CreatedDateTime],[LastModifiedByID],
   [LastModifiedByScreenID],[LastModifiedDateTime] ,[NoteID])
 SELECT [CompanyID], [ContractID], [TaskID], [InventoryID], [Description], 
   [UOM], [ItemFee], [AccountID], [AccountSource], [SubMask], [SubID], 
   [ResetUsage], [Included], [Used], [UsedTotal], [LastBilledDate], 
   [LastBilledQty], [CreatedByID], [CreatedByScreenID], [CreatedDateTime],
   [LastModifiedByID],[LastModifiedByScreenID],[LastModifiedDateTime] , 
   NEWID() FROM PMDetail
GO

Changes Related to Renci.SshNet.dll

The Renci.SshNet.dll library has been included in the distribution kit of Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.
Customers who added this library to their customization projects must exclude it before upgrade to
Version 2018 R2.
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Upgrade Procedure: Custom Web Service
Endpoints

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, endpoints with Contract Version 1 are no longer supported. During the
upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the system automatically removes the system endpoint with
Contract Version 1 (Default/5.30.001). After the upgrade, any custom endpoints with Contract Version
1 (that is, any extensions of the Default/5.30.001 system endpoint, or any custom endpoints created
from scratch in Acumatica ERP 5.3) will not work.

To make a custom endpoint that had Contract Version 1 work in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the developer
can do one of the following:

• Manually recreate the endpoint with a newer version of the system contract in Acumatica ERP
2018 R2

• Use the procedure described below to update the endpoint

Update of the Endpoint Through the Maintenance Service

To update a custom endpoint with Contract Version 1, a developer should do the following:

1. Create a development and staging copy of the production instance of Acumatica ERP.

2. On the development instance, use the maintenance service to obtain the schema of the
endpoint. To obtain the schema, you can use the cb-cli.exe command-line utility available on
GitHub (https://github.com/Acumatica/cb-cli/) or implement the process by doing the following:

a. On the Web Service Endpoints (SM207060) form of the development instance, obtain
the URL of the maintenance service by clicking View Maintenance Service on the form
toolbar, and copy the URL from the address line in the browser for the page that opens.

b. Add the service reference to a client application, as described in To Configure the Client
Application.

c. Use the GetSchema method of the service to locally save the schema of the custom
endpoint that you want to keep in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2. The following code shows an
example of how to use the GetSchema method.

using System.IO;

using (var s = System.IO.File.Open("EndpointSchema.xml",
 FileMode.Create))
{
    using (var r = new StreamWriter(s))
    {
        using (
            var maint =
                MaintService.EntityMaintenanceSoapClient.Create(
                "http://localhost/AcumaticaDB/entity/maintenance/5.31?
wsdl"))
        {
            maint.Login("admin", "123", null, null, null);
            try
            {
                //Provide the endpoint version and 
                //the endpoint name as the parameters of GetSchema
                r.Write(maint.GetSchema("MY.5.30","MyEndpoint"));
            }
            finally
            {
                maint.Logout();
            }

https://github.com/Acumatica/cb-cli/
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(8))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=37613e5f-7a72-4dec-b5d9-2525951e99cf
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(8))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=37613e5f-7a72-4dec-b5d9-2525951e99cf
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        }
    }
}

3. In the schema of the endpoint saved locally, change the values of the following attributes:

• version of <endpoint>: Specify the new version of the custom endpoint.

• systemContractVersion of <endpoint>: Specify the new version of the system
contract (either 2 or 3).

• version of <ExtendsEndpoint>: If the custom endpoint is an extension of the system
endpoint, specify the version of the system endpoint that the custom endpoint should
extend. This system endpoint must have the same contract version as the one specified in
systemContractVersion of <endpoint>.

:  The Default/6.00.001 endpoint provides the same list of entities, fields, and actions as
the Default/5.30.001 endpoint did. Therefore, for an endpoint extension, changing the
base endpoint from Default/5.30.001 to Default/6.00.001 does not require any changes in
the mapping of the endpoint. If the base endpoint should be changed to another version
(Default/17.200.001 or Default/18.200.001), make sure the endpoint extension does not add
fields or actions that already exist in the new base endpoint.

The following example changes the version of the MyEndpoint custom endpoint to MY.5.31 and
makes the endpoint extend the Default/6.00.001 system endpoint, which has Contract Version 2.

<Endpoint xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
          xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
          name="MyEndpoint" 
          version="MY.5.31" 
          systemContractVersion="2" 
          xmlns="http://www.acumatica.com/entity/maintenance/5.31">
<ExtendsEndpoint name="Default" version="6.00.001" />

4. Test the updated endpoint and the client application that uses this endpoint for integration with
Acumatica ERP as follows:

a. Update the development copy of the Acumatica ERP instance to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

b. Upload the changed schema file to the site by using the cb-cli.exe command-line utility
or use the PutSchema method of the maintenance service, as shown in the following code.

using (var s = System.IO.File.Open("EndpointSchemaUpd.xml",
 FileMode.Open))
{
    using (var r = new StreamReader(s))
    {
        using (
            var maint =
                MaintService.EntityMaintenanceSoapClient.Create(
                "http://localhost/AcumaticaDB/entity/maintenance/5.31?
wsdl"))
        {
            maint.Login("admin", "123", null, null, null);
            try
            {
                maint.PutSchema(r.ReadToEnd());
            }
            finally
            {
                maint.Logout();
            }
        }
    }
}
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c. On the Web Service Endpoints form of the development instance, validate the updated
endpoint by clicking Validate Endpoint on the form toolbar and correct any errors. (For
details on the process, see To Validate an Endpoint.)

d. Make necessary changes in the client application so that it works with the updated
endpoint.

e. Test the client application and correct any errors.

5. Perform update and testing of the staging and production instances as follows:

a. On the development instance, update the web service endpoint in the customization
project that includes the custom endpoint, as described in To Update a Custom Web
Service Endpoint in a Project. Alternatively, you can create a customization project and
include the custom endpoint in it.

b. Export the customization project, as described in To Export a Project.

c. Update the staging instance to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

d. Import the customization project to the staging instance, publish the project, and perform
the final testing of the client application.

e. Update the production instance to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

f. Import the customization project to the production instance and publish the customization
project.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(8))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=2216d868-9370-49e4-b1b7-62f2ae04a7f6
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(8))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=efb03d8e-abd4-484d-99c8-94b6b8f4d590
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(8))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=efb03d8e-abd4-484d-99c8-94b6b8f4d590
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(15))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5d2160eb-0219-4cc0-af6d-e3cb29ab8d2b
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Upgrade Procedure: Customizations of the
Mobile App

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, during each update of the application website, the mobile site
map (the mobilesitemap.xml file and other predefined files in the \App_Data\Mobile folder of the
website) was overwritten with new versions. That is, if any changes to these files had been made on the
Acumatica ERP instance, after the update of the application website, these changes had to be applied
once again.

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the developer can include any changes to the mobile app in a customization
project. The developer has to use the Mobile Site Map Definition Language (MSDL) to perform these
changes. When a customization project that includes the mobile app changes is published on the
website, these changes are kept on the site during updates. For details on including mobile app
customizations in customization projects, see Platform: Improved Mobile App Customization.

Upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 for an Acumatica ERP Instance That Includes a
Customized Mobile App

To upgrade an Acumatica ERP instance that includes a customized mobile application, an administrator
should do the following:

1. Create a backup of the App_Data\Mobile folder of the production instance of Acumatica ERP.
(This folder will be removed after update.)

2. Create a development and staging copy of the production instance of Acumatica ERP.

3. On the development instance, move the changes of the mobile site map to the customization
project as follows:

a. Generate the delta from the original mobile site map of the current version of the
development instance of Acumatica ERP and the customized mobile site map by using the
ac.exe command-line utility.

For details on the corresponding commands of the ac.exe utility, see To Generate a Delta
from Two Mobile Site Maps in the Acumatica Framework Development Guide.

b. Update the development instance to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

c. Include the changes from the delta file in the customization project.

d. Publish the customization project with the mobile app customization.

4. Test the mobile application with the development Acumatica ERP instance.

5. Perform update and testing of the staging and production instances as follows:

a. Export the customization project with the mobile site map changes.

b. Update the staging instance to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

c. Import the customization project to the staging instance, publish the project, and perform
the final testing of the mobile application.

d. Update the production instance to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

e. Import the customization project to the production instance, and publish the
customization project.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=6e4abb4c-04ca-4cfc-b123-f6a930d123e9
https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=6e4abb4c-04ca-4cfc-b123-f6a930d123e9
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Organization: Improved Display of Personal
Names and Contact Information

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the following improvements have been introduced to allow organizations to
control the way personal names and contact information are displayed throughout the system.

Display Name Order

By using a new setting, Display Name Order, on the Site Preferences (SM200505) form (shown in the
following screenshot), an administrator can now specify which name order is to be used for displaying
the personal names of all contacts, employees, and users. Name order is the order in which the parts of
a person's name (first name, middle name, and last name) are displayed.

Figure: The Display Name Order setting

The following options are available for selection in the drop-down list:

• Eastern Modified: The name order used in all previous versions of Acumatica ERP. After an
upgrade to 2018 R2, this option will be selected by default, which will preserve the original order.

• Western: The name order in which the first name is followed by the last name (for example, John
Smith). This option will be selected by default for a newly installed instance of Acumatica ERP
2018 R2.

• Eastern: The name order in which the last name is followed by the first name, separated from it
by a comma (for example, Smith, John).

• Eastern with Title and Middle Name: The name order that consists of the title, the last name, a
comma, and then the first name and the middle name (for example, Mr. Smith, John Anthony).

Inherited Settings

When a record of a particular type is created based on a record of a different type (for instance, when
a business account is created based on a lead), the basic settings of the resulting record are now
correctly inherited from the corresponding settings of the source record (for example, the Business
Account Name of the new business account is inherited from the Company Name of the lead).
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Consistent Labels

To maintain consistency throughout the system, similar elements on different forms, such as the
Business Name and Company Name boxes, have been labeled identically. (In this example, the
boxes are now labeled Company Name.)
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Organization: Restriction of Data Visibility on
Acumatica Self-Service Portal by Company and
Branch

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, Acumatica Self-Service Portal may be configured so that a customer can
view the financial documents associated with any of the following: all companies and branches that are
available for the tenant, only a particular branch, or only a particular company. For that purpose, the
following enhancements have been introduced.

General Portal Settings

On the General Settings tab of the Portal Preferences (SP800000) form, the following general settings
have been added (shown in the screenshot below):

• Portal Name: A brief description of the portal.

• Display Financial Documents: A setting for restricting the visibility of financial documents
on the My Documents (SP402000), My Statements (SP404600), and My Orders (SP700003)
forms and the visibility of reports that may be opened from these forms, such as Invoice/Memo
(AR641000), AR Balance by Customer (AR632500), and AR Aged Past Due (AR631000). This
setting also affects the Outstanding Invoices and Memos, Unapplied Payments, and Net
Balance amounts on the My Documents form. The following options are available:

• From All Companies and Branches: A customer can see documents associated with any
company and branch set up in the system.

• From Company: A customer can see documents associated with a particular company and
its branches.

• From Branch: A customer can see documents associated with a particular branch.

• Portal Site Company: The company whose documents a customer may see. This box appears if
the From Company option is selected in the Display Financial Documents box.

• Portal Site Branch: The branch whose documents a customer may see. This box appears if the
From Branch option is selected in the Display Financial Documents box.

Figure: New portal settings
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B2B Ordering Settings

On the B2B Ordering Settings tab of the Portal Preferences (SP800000) form, the following settings
have been added (see the screenshot below):

• Default Branch for New Orders: The branch to be associated by default with new sales orders
created from Acumatica Self-Service Portal. If this setting is modified, the customer cart on the
My Cart (SP700001) form becomes cleared for all customers.

• Include in Warehouses List: A check box that indicates (if selected) that the warehouse in this
row should be made available for customers on the Catalog (SP700000) form.

Also, the Branch and Company columns have been added to the table to indicate the branch and the
company with which each listed warehouse is associated.

Figure: New B2B ordering settings
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Organization: Compliance Tools for General Data
Protection Regulation

Because Acumatica ERP holds the personal data of individuals, it should be able to comply with the
requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 provides
GDPR compliance tools that simplify the handling of personal data and give users the ability to protect
personal data and restrict its processing, if needed.

With GDPR compliance tools, Acumatica ERP users can do the following:

• Track in the system whether the consent of individuals for the processing of personal data has
been obtained or recalled

• Restrict the processing of personal data for particular individuals

• Erase and restore personal data

• Audit who restricted the processing of personal data or erased personal data in the system, when
the event occurred, and what data was restricted

For more information about GDPR compliance tools in Acumatica ERP, see Compliance Tools for General
Data Protection Regulation.

Availability of GDPR Compliance Tools

GDPR compliance tools become available in the system if the GDPR Compliance Tools feature (in the
Monitoring & Automation group of features) is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form (as shown in the screenshot below).

Figure: GDPR Compliance Tools feature

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=_d65a8e1c-051e-4433-bab7-0037e7fa52b4
https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=_d65a8e1c-051e-4433-bab7-0037e7fa52b4
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Affected Entities

In the out-of-the-box Acumatica ERP instance, GDPR compliance tools affect the following entities:

• Business accounts, including customers, vendors, and prospects

• Documents associated with business accounts, such as sales orders, invoices, and purchase
orders

• Contacts

• Leads

• Employees

• Opportunities

Also, a user can mark a user-defined attribute as containing personal data by selecting the Contains
Personal Data check box on the Attributes (CS205000) form; the values of this attribute will then be
treated by the system as personal data.

Consent Settings

The Personal Data Privacy section has been added to the following forms: Leads (CR301000),
Contacts (CR302000), Business Accounts (CR303000), Customers (AR303000), Vendors (AP303000),
and Opportunities (CR304000). This section includes the following settings (shown in the screenshot
below):

• Consented to the Processing of Personal Data: A check box that indicates (if selected) that
the respective individual has given his or her consent for the processing of the person's personal
data. The check box is cleared by default.

• Date of Consent: The date when the individual gave consent to the processing of his or her
personal data. This box is available if the Consented to the Processing of Personal Data
check box is selected, and the current business date is specified in it by default.

• Consent Expires: The date when the individual's consent is to be revoked. If this box is empty,
the system considers the individual's consent to be perpetual.

These settings can be mass-updated for leads, contacts, and business accounts through the Update
Leads (CR503020), Update Contacts (CR503021), and Update Business Accounts (CR503320) forms.
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Figure: Personal Data Privacy settings of a contact record

Data Privacy Controller Role

The Data Privacy Controller role is now available in Acumatica ERP. This predefined role has View Only
access to all forms that contain personal data. Also, it is the only role that has access (of the Delete
type, which means that the role has complete access) to the Restrict Personal Data (GD102010), Erase
Personal Data (GD102020), Restricted Personal Data (GD102030), and Privacy Tools Audit (GD101010)
forms. These forms are located in the System Management workspace under the Privacy Tools
category (shown in the following screenshot).
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Figure: Privacy Tools forms

Restriction, Deletion, and Restoration of Personal Data

A user with the Data Privacy Controller role can use the Restrict Personal Data (GD102010) form
(shown in the following screenshot) to restrict the processing of personal data for individuals whose
consent has expired or has been revoked. On the form toolbar of this form, the Pseudonymize and
Pseudonymize All actions are available. These actions obfuscate the personal data contained in
the selected records (that is, those records in the table for which you have selected the unlabeled
check box) or in all listed records, respectively, and make this data unavailable for further processing;
however, this data remains stored in the database. Records with pseudonymized personal data are not
shown on generic inquiry forms.

Figure: Restrict Personal Data form

By using the Erase Personal Data (GD102020) form (shown in the following screenshot), a user with the
Data Privacy Controller role can permanently delete personal data from the database.
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Figure: Erase Personal Data form

If the Scheduled Processing feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form,
automation schedules can be set up for the restriction or deletion of personal data.

On the Restricted Personal Data (GD102030) form, a user with the Data Privacy Controller role can
view, restore, or erase restricted records.

On the Privacy Tools Audit (GD101010) form, a user with the Data Privacy Controller role can monitor
the history of record changes, track who restricted the processing of personal data or erased personal
data in the system, when this user restricted processing or erased personal data, and what data was
restricted.

Custom Fields with Personal Data

Any custom fields will be treated by the system as fields that contain personal data if all of the following
conditions are met:

• PXPersonalDataTable is specified for the customized DAC or cache extension.

• The PXPersonalDataField attribute is appended to the corresponding fields.

• The pseudonymizationStatus class is declared, with PXPseudonymizationStatusField specified
in it.
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Organization: Enhanced Logging of Email
Activities in the Acumatica Add-In for Outlook

Previously, when a user logged email activities in the Acumatica add-in for Outlook, the user could link
an email with only the contact associated with the email sender. With Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, email
activities can be linked with any contact in the system.

When a user clicks Log Activity on the add-in form with the contact information displayed, the Log
Activity group of elements appears on the form. If the Contact check box is selected on the add-in
form, the user needs to select a contact in the Person box (shown in the following screenshot) and
click Log Activity to link the email with the selected contact.

Figure: Log Activity group of elements on the add-in form

The system displays a warning if the selected contact is not associated with the business account to
which the sender's contact belongs.
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Finance: Branch ID on Deferred Revenue Forms
and Reports

Acumatica ERP now provides users with the capability to review the branch ID on various Deferred
Revenue forms and run various Deferred Revenue reports and inquiries for each branch. If the Multi-
Branch Support feature and the Deferred Revenue Management feature are enabled on the Enable/
Disable Features (CS100000) form, a user can now separately report and track deferrals for particular
branches, and can easily reconcile balance sheet accounts for deferred amounts.

Changes on the Deferral Schedule Form

The Branch column has been added to the Components table of the Deferral Schedule (DR201500)
form, as shown in the screenshot below. This column is required and should always contain the branch
ID of the source document line.

For automatically generated deferral schedules, the Branch column of this form is always unavailable,
even if the source document has not been released. For manually created deferral schedules, this
column is unavailable if a user selects a particular document line in the Summary area (in the Line
Nbr. box), and is available only if a user creates a schedule for a business account (that is, if the Ref.
Nbr. and Line Nbr. boxes in the Summary area are empty).

Figure: The new Branch column

When a user clicks Generate Transactions in the table toolbar of the Components table, the system
generates transactions for the branch specified in the selected component. The Branch column in the
Transactions table is unavailable.

For details, see Setting Up the Recognition Process.

Other Forms That Display the Branch ID

The Branch column has been added to the tables of the following forms.

• Release Schedules (DR503000)

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(165))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=9206441e-ec45-4062-8b65-38b6e5d6c953
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• Run Recognition (DR501000)

Upgrade Notes

During the upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, a branch ID will be inserted into existing deferred
revenue schedules according to the following rules:

• If a scheduled component (with any status) has any generated transactions, the branch ID from a
transaction (with any status) for the specified component will be inserted.

• If a scheduled component (with any status) has no generated transactions, the branch ID will be
empty.

If the Multi-Branch Support feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, after
the upgrade, a user has to run the Validate Deferred Balances (DR509900) process to recalculate
deferred revenue balances by branch. When the process has been completed without errors, users can
run reports and inquiries.

Affected Reports and Inquiries

The following reports and inquiries have been modified to display Company and Branch ID, as shown
in the screenshot below:

• Deferral Schedule Summary (DR401000)

• Deferral Transaction Summary (DR402000)

• Draft Schedules (DR630030)

• Deferral Schedule Summary (DR650040)

• DR Balance by Account (DR630010)

• DR Balance by Customer (DR630012)

• DR Balance by Component (DR630014)

• DR Recognition by Account (DR630070)

• DR Recognition by Customer (DR630080)

• DR Recognition by Component (DR630090)

• DE Balance by Account (DR630015)

• DE Balance by Vendor (DR630017)

• DE Balance by Component (DR630019)

• DE Recognition by Account (DR630075)

• DE Recognition by Vendor (DR630085)

• DE Recognition by Component (DR630095)

• DR Projected Balance by Account (DR660070)

• DR Projected Balance by Customer (DR660030)

• DR Projected Balance by Component (DR660040)

• DR Projected Recognition by Account (DR660080)

• DR Projected Recognition by Customer (DR660050)

• DR Projected Recognition by Component (DR660060)

• DE Projected Balance by Account (DR660075)
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• DE Projected Balance by Vendor (DR660035)

• DE Projected Balance by Component (DR660045)

• DE Projected Recognition by Account (DR660085)

• DE Projected Recognition by Vendor (DR660055)

• DE Projected Recognition by Component (DR660065)

Figure: Deferral Schedule Summary for a particular branch
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Finance: Plug-in for Tax Calculation Integration

Acumatica ERP now supports integration with external tax providers other than Avalara. Avalara
integration and address validation are now plug-in systems, which significantly simplifies the integration
with external tax calculation and address validation systems.

External Tax Calculation Integration

A plug-in system has been introduced for the external tax calculation integration. The existing Avalara
Tax Calculation integration has been moved to the built-in Avalara Tax Calculation plug-in.

On the Tax Providers (TX102000) form, a user can set up multiple tax providers, selecting the ID and
plug-in for each provider, as shown in the following screenshot. The table on the Plug-In Parameters
tab contains the specific details for each tax provider, which are used for the plug-in.

Figure: New UI elements on Tax Providers form

 

 

This form appears in the system if the External Tax Calculation Integration feature is enabled on the
Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.

For details, see Integrating Acumatica ERP with External Tax Providers.

External Address Validation

An independent plug-in system has been also introduced for external address validation integration.
The existing Avalara address validation integration has been moved to the built-in Avalara Address
Validation plug-in. On the Address Validation Providers (CS103000) form, a user can configure the plug-
in for the integration of address providers by specifying the Provider ID, Description, and Plug-In
(Type) values.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(165))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=f048ad33-3308-49aa-aac8-fec1a470fc0f
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The form appears in the system if the Address Validation Integration feature is enabled on the Enable/
Disable Features (CS100000) form.

New Setting to Reflect States with Non-Taxable Documents

A new setting for states has been introduced on the Countries/States (CS204000) form: the Non-
Taxable check box. If a user selects this check box in the table for a state, documents related to this
state are excluded from being sent to the external tax provider for tax calculation. Thus, this setting
decreases the number of calls to the external tax provider.

UI Changes

The following UI changes have been introduced to support these capabilities:

• On the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, the Avalara Integration and Address Validation
features have been removed. The External Tax Calculation and Address Validation Integration
features have been added.

• The Avalara Integration (TX102000) form has been removed.

• The Tax Providers (TX102000) form is a modified version of the Avalara Integration form
and replaces it. The following new boxes in the Summary area have been added to this form:
Provider ID, Description, and Plug-In (Type). The following new tabs have been added to the
form: Plug-In Parameters and Company Code Mapping.

• The Address Validation Providers (CS103000) form has been added.

• On the Countries/States (CS204000) form, in the table, the Non-Taxable check box has been
added.

• On the Tax Zones (TX206000) form, the External Tax Provider check box has been added.
When a user selects this check box, the Provider ID and Tax Agency ID boxes appear on the
form.

• On the Sales Orders (SO301000) and Pro Forma Invoices (PM307000) forms, the Recalculate
Avalara Tax menu command has been replaced by the Recalculate External Tax menu
command on the Actions menu.

• In the Taxes workspace, the Avalara Integration category has been removed and the External
Tax Integration category has been added.
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Finance: Reverse of Funds Transfers

Now users can reverse incorrect funds transfers in the system that have been released.

To reverse a funds transfer, a user opens the necessary funds transfer on the Funds Transfers
(CA301000) form and clicks the new Reverse button on the form toolbar (see the following
screenshot).

Figure: The Reverse button on the Funds Transfers form

The system creates a funds transfer with the Balanced status if the Hold Transactions on Entry check
box is cleared on the Cash Management Preferences (CA101000) form, and with the On Hold status if
this check box is selected. The details from the Destination Account section of the original transfer
are copied to the Source Account section of the created transfer; details from the Source Account
section of the original transfer are copied to the Destination Account section of the created transfer.

Now a user can add expenses on a cash transfer directly in the table of the Funds Transfers (CA301000)
form by adding a row and specifying the details of the expense. The Add Expense button has been
removed from the table toolbar.

If an expense is associated with the original funds transfer, when a user reverses the transfer, in the
reversed funds transfer, the system adds a reversed expense with a negative amount.

For details, see Funds Transfer Processing.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(4))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=ea1e967f-23a1-440e-9ada-b5072dba6d6b
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Finance: Ability to Close Financial Periods by
Company

In the previous versions of Acumatica ERP, users could not open or close a financial period for a
particular company only, the data already verified and disclosed in financial reports could be changed
by the posting and data validation processes, it wasn't possible to grant access to closed financial
periods to restricted users only, and it wasn't possible to reopen a closed period or close periods in all
subledgers at the same time.

The described feature addresses these issues, simplifying the work with financial periods and making
it possible for Acumatica ERP users to manage financial periods separately for each company. Users
can activate and deactivate financial periods for posting for a particular company, and can close books
separately in each company within the tenant.

To support this feature, the master calendar has been introduced. The master calendar is a set of
financial periods that is generated for multiple years based on the financial year template specified for
the tenant.

Improved Data Validation and Posting to Closed Periods

The processes of data validation and posting to closed financial periods have been modified. Instead of
the combination of check boxes on the Financial Periods (GL201000) form (Active and Closed), four
statuses have been introduced: Inactive, Open, Closed, and Locked. Each status applies to a range of
periods; that is, if a user closes a period, all the periods that precede it are assigned the same Closed
status. Thus, there may be four period ranges with different statuses: Locked, Closed, Open, and
Inactive. The new status Locked has been introduced to prevent changes to the data that has been
verified and disclosed in reports. A locked period cannot be used by a validation process, for data entry,
or for posting in any subledgers. Before closing or locking periods, the system checks for any unposted
transactions in these periods.

The following table illustrates the correspondence between the previous combination of check boxes
and the new statuses.

Period statuses in the previous and current version of Acumatica ERP

Previous state Current state

Active check box Closed check box Status

Cleared Cleared Inactive

Selected Cleared Open

Selected Selected Closed

Cleared Selected Locked

The following diagram illustrates the states of financial periods and the actions that can be performed
on financial periods.

Figure: Period states in the system
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On the User Roles (SM201005) form, the new predefined Financial Supervisor role has been added so
that the users of that role can safely post to closed periods while all other users are not able to work
with those periods (that is, when the Restrict Access to Closed Periods check box is selected on the
General Ledger Preferences (GL102000) form). Users assigned to this role can reopen closed periods
and unlock locked periods if needed.

For details, see Closing Periods.

Changes to the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) Form

The Centralized Period Management feature has been added (in the Standard Financials group of
features) on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form. If this feature is enabled, users can
manage financial periods on the tenant level only; the statuses of the financial periods in all companies
are the same.

When the upgrade to 2018 R2 is completed, this feature is enabled to preserve the previous system
behavior. The Centralized Period Management feature can be disabled if the Multi-Branch Support
feature is enabled. With the Centralized Period Management feature disabled, for each company within
the tenant, the financial periods have to be activated and closed separately.

Master Financial Calendar (GL201000) and Company Financial Calendar (GL201100) Forms

The Financial Periods (GL201000) form has been modified and renamed to Master Financial Calendar
(GL201000) to separate period management of the master calendar and company calendars.
(Company-specific operations are performed on the Company Financial Calendar (GL201100) form if
the Centralized Period Management feature is disabled.)

On the Master Financial Calendar form, users can generate and delete periods in the master calendar;
the system modifies all existing company calendars along with the master calendar. The state of the
Centralized Period Management feature does not affect this behavior.

When the Centralized Period Management feature is enabled, users can also review and manage period
statuses by selecting the required actions, as shown in the following screenshot.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(165))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=26d8dfa7-992c-4423-838d-544f2e48eba0
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Figure: Master Financial Calendar Form with Centralized Period Management enabled

When the Centralized Period Management feature is disabled, users can only review the periods of
the master calendar and generate periods for financial years, as shown in the following screenshot. To
manage period statuses for each particular company, the Company Financial Calendar (GL201100) form
is used.
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Figure: Master Financial Calendar form with Centralized Period Management disabled

This new form appears in the system when the Centralized Period Management feature is disabled. On
this form, shown in the following screenshot, users can review and manage the statuses of periods in
the company calendar.
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Figure: Company Financial Calendar form

For details, see Generating Financial Calendars.

Changes to the Manage Financial Periods (GL503000) Form

The Close Financial Periods (GL503000) form has been renamed to Manage Financial Periods
(GL503000) and enhanced with the Action box, where a user can select the Open, Close, Lock,
Deactivate, Reopen, or Unlock action. A user can perform the selected action on periods spanning
multiple years. Also, users can close periods in General Ledger and in all subledgers in use.

The Company box has been added to the form, enabling users to select the particular company in
which they need to close a financial period or multiple periods. This box appears on the form, shown in
the following screenshot, if the Centralized Period Management feature is disabled.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(165))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=2e1aae96-ae59-46a9-b1f7-951fa43df2fe
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Figure: The Manage Financial Periods form

The Unposted Documents report, which opens when you click the Unposted Documents button on
the form toolbar, displays unprocessed documents (if any), which prevent period closing for General
Ledger and all subledgers. This is a cumulative report that combines the Unreleased AP Documents
(AP656100), Unreleased AR Documents (AR656100), Unreleased CA Documents (CA656100),
Unreleased FA Documents (FA651100), Non-Depreciated Fixed Assets (FA652100), Unposted GL
Documents (GL656100), and Unreleased IN Documents (IN656600) reports, each report opening on a
separate page.

For details, see Managing Financial Periods.

Upgrade Notes

During the upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the statuses of financial periods will be assigned
according to the following rules:

• All closed periods up to and including the latest closed inactive period will get the Locked status.

• All closed periods starting from the period following the latest closed inactive period will be
converted to Closed periods.

• All open periods up to and including the latest open active period will be converted to Open
periods.

• All open periods starting from the period following the latest open active period will be converted
to Inactive periods.

The following diagram illustrates the results of the period conversion.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(165))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=c2d5b0ce-fab2-4562-8357-e860c1fe4b80
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Figure: Period statuses before and after upgrade

The Restrict Access to Closed Periods check box on the General Ledger Preferences (GL102000)
form will be selected by the upgrade scripts if the Allow Posting to Closed Periods check box on this
form was cleared before the upgrade; otherwise, the Restrict Access to Closed Periods check box
will be cleared.

Important:  The following actions must be performed after the upgrade:

1. Review the period statuses, and close, unlock, or deactivate any needed periods.

2. On the General Ledger Preferences (GL102000) form, review the state of the Restrict Access to
Closed Periods check box and consider selecting it to restrict posting to closed periods.

3. On the User Roles (SM201005) form, assign the Financial Supervisor role to the appropriate users.

UI Changes

The following UI list summarizes the UI changes that have been introduced to support the capabilities
related to period closing by company:

• On the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, the Centralized Period Management feature
has been added.

• On the General Ledger Preferences (GL102000) form, the Restrict Access to Closed Periods
check box (shared by all companies within a tenant) replaces the Allow Posting to Closed
Periods check box.

• The Manage Financial Periods (GL503000) form replaces the Close Financial Periods (GL503000)
form.

• The Master Financial Calendar (GL201000) form replaces the Financial Periods (GL201000) form.

• The Company Financial Calendar (GL201100) form has been added.

• On the following forms, the Company lookup box has been added, which appears if the
Centralized Period Management feature is disabled: Close Financial Periods (CA506000), Close
Financial Periods (AP506000), Close Financial Periods (AR509000), Close Financial Periods
(FA509000), and Close Financial Periods (IN509000).
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• The From Year and To Year boxes, and the Action drop-down box with the Close and Reopen
options have been added to the following forms: Manage Financial Periods (GL503000), Close
Financial Periods (CA506000), Close Financial Periods (AP506000), Close Financial Periods
(AR509000), Close Financial Periods (FA509000), and Close Financial Periods (IN509000).

• The Post Period lookup table on data entry forms lists only the periods that are open in the
module in the company of the document's originating branch.
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Services: Support of Costs of Labor, Stock Items,
and Non-Stock Items

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the Appointments (FS300200) form now shows the costs of labor, stock
items, and non-stock items.

Tracking of Costs on the Appointments (FS300200) Form

The Profitability tab has been added to the Appointments (FS300200) form to show the cost of the
document. The tab includes the following columns (see the screenshot below):

• Line Ref.: Depending on the line type, this column shows the line reference number of a service,
inventory item, or staff member.

• Line Type: The type of the line, which is one of the following: Inventory Item, Labor, and Non-
Stock Item.

• Inventory ID: The identifier of the line item.

• Unit Cost: The cost of one unit of the item.

• Cost Total: The total cost of the transaction (that is, unit cost multiplied by actual quantity).

• Profit: The amount of profit received from providing the item, which is calculated as billable
amount minus total cost.

• Profit (%): The percent of profit received from providing the item, which is calculated as (Profit
/ Cost Total) * 100. For example, if Actual Amount is $200 and Cost Total is $100, the profit
is $100, which is 100%.

Additionally, the following boxes have been added to the Summary area (see the screenshot below):

• Cost Total: The total cost of the transactions on all items, which is calculated as the sum of
values in the Cost Total column on the Profitability tab.

• Profit (%): The percent of profit received from providing all items. The formula for this box is
((Appointment Total – Cost Total) / Cost Total) * 100.

Figure: New elements on the Appointments form

Calculation of Labor Costs

The specifications on the new Labor Cost Rates (PM209900) form are used to calculate the cost of the
hours spent on the appointment.
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Also, the Labor Item column has been added to the Staff tab of the Appointments (FS300200) form,
as the screenshot below shows. By default, the value is copied to this column for the employee from the
Labor Item box, which is located on the General Info tab in the Employee Settings section of the
Employees (EP203000) form.

Figure: The Labor Item column

:  As part of this release, in appointments, the system calculates the labor costs only for staff members that
are associated with the Employee or Labor Item labor rate type and the Hourly type of employment.

As an additional improvement, now the Actual Start Time, Actual End Time, and Actual Duration
columns are available for editing for staff members that are not associated with any service line. When
a staff member completes an appointment, if the Actual Start Time, Actual End Time, and Actual
Duration columns are empty, the system inserts the information based on the appointment's time
settings.

For more information, see Tracking Labor Costs.

Calculation of Stock Item Costs

Every time a line item of the Inventory Item type is added to the Inventory Items tab of the
Appointments (FS300200) form, on the Profitability tab, the line item is also added with the average
cost in the Unit Cost column.

When this stock item is removed from the inventory (that is, when the related issue is released), the
system updates the Unit Cost column on the Profitability tab of the form with the actual cost of the
item (that is, the cost specified in the related issue). If the stock item was part of a purchase order and
the unit cost was overwritten in the related service order, this cost is inserted in the Unit Cost column
on the Profitability tab.

Calculation of Non-Stock Item Costs

Every time a line item of the Non-Stock Item type is added to the Services tab of the Appointments
(FS300200) form, on the Profitability tab, the line item is also added with the current cost in the Unit
Cost column.

If this non-stock item was part of a purchase order and the unit cost was overwritten in the related
service order, this cost is inserted in the Unit Cost column on the Profitability tab.

For more information, see Tracking Costs of Stock and Non-Stock Items.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=fec4e070-4c2b-4bef-bd35-578979e36944
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=e99f795f-981d-4d05-9b4a-92693dbb2081
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Services: Allocations to Service Orders

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, users can allocate items to a service order or appointment. The following
scenarios can be accomplished:

• The scheduler can allocate certain items for the service order and its appointments.

• The staff member can select a serial number of the item to use in an appointment.

• The warehouse manager can use replenishment to order stock items based on items assigned to
service orders.

• The scheduler can verify how many items are available when he or she creates a service order.

• Once a purchase order is created from a service order, when these items are received, they are
automatically allocated to the service order.

:  When the upgrade to Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 occurs, inventory items that were included in service
orders or appointments in the previous version will not be automatically allocated.

To implement this functionality, various changes have been made, as described in the sections of this
topic.

New Elements on the Availability Calculation Rules (IN201500) form

The following check boxes have been added to the Availability Calculation Rules (IN201500) form (see
the screenshot below):

• Deduct Qty. on Service Orders Prepared: A check box that users select to deduct (for items
of the class) the quantities of items on service orders with the On Hold status from the available
quantities of these items. The item quantity on service orders with this status is shown in the FS
Prepared box on the Inventory Allocation Details (IN402000) form.

• Deduct Qty. on Service Orders: A check box that users select to deduct (for items of the class)
the quantities of items on service orders with the Open status from the available quantities of
these items. The item quantity on these service orders is shown in the FS Booked box on the
Inventory Allocation Details form.

• Deduct Qty. Allocated for Service Orders: A check box that users select to deduct (for items
of the class) the quantities that were specifically allocated for service orders from the available
quantities of these stock items. The item quantity on these service orders is shown in the FS
Allocated box on the Inventory Allocation Details form.
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Figure: New check boxes on the Availability Calculation Rules form

New Elements on the Inventory Allocation Details (IN402000) Form

The following boxes have been added on the on the Inventory Allocation Details (IN402000) form (see
the screenshot below):

• Purchase for FS Prepared: The quantity of the inventory item listed on purchase orders created
for service orders and not yet open. This quantity doesn’t affect the availability of the item.

• Purchase for FS: The quantity of the inventory item listed on open purchase orders created for
service orders. This quantity doesn’t affect the availability of the item.

• Receipts for FS: The quantity of the inventory item listed on purchase receipts that were created
for service orders. This quantity doesn’t affect the availability of the item.

• FS Prepared: The quantity of the inventory item listed in service orders with the On Hold status.
This quantity affects the available quantity only if the Deduct Qty. on Service Orders Prepared
check box is selected on the Availability Calculation Rules (IN201500) form for the item class (as
reflected by the read-only check box to the right of the FS Prepared box).

• FS Booked: The quantity of the inventory item listed on open service orders. This quantity affects
the available quantity only if the Deduct Qty. on Service Orders check box is selected on the
Availability Calculation Rules form for the item class (as reflected by the read-only check box to
the right of the FSSO Booked box).

• FS Allocated: The quantity of the inventory item allocated on the undelivered service orders.
This quantity affects the available quantity only if the Deduct Qty. Allocated on Service Orders
option is selected on the Availability Calculation Rules form for the item class (as reflected by the
read-only check box to the right of the FSSO Allocated box).

• FS to Purchase: The quantity of the inventory item included in service order lines that are
marked for purchasing. This quantity doesn’t affect the availability of the item.
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Figure: New boxes on the Inventory Allocation Details form

Additionally, if an item is allocated for a service order, this is reflected in the table of the Inventory
Allocation Details form (lines with the FS module).

On the Inventory Summary (IN401000) form, the following elements have been added: FS Prepared,
FS Booked, FS Allocated, FS to Purchase, Purchase for FS Prepared, Purchase for FS, and
Receipts for FS.

Also, the following elements have been added to the Prepare Replenishment (IN508000) form: Qty. FS
Allocated, Qty. FS Booked, and Qty. FS Prepared.

New Elements on the Service Orders (FS300100) Form

On the Service Orders (FS300100) form, on the Inventory Items tab, the new Allocations button
opens the Allocations dialog box, in which users can specify the lot or serial number of the item and
allocate the item. Additionally, on the bottom of the Inventory Items tab, users can now see these
elements, which represent quantities: On Hand, Available, Available for Shipping, and Allocated
(see the following screenshot).
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Figure: New elements on the Inventory Items tab

New Elements on the Appointments (FS300200) Form

On the Inventory Items tab of the Appointments (FS300200) form, the Lot/Serial Nbr. column has
been added so that users can select the lot or serial number assigned to the service order or a new lot
or serial number for new line items (see the screenshot below).

:  The Field Services module does not support processing of stock items of lot/serial class with the When
Used assignment method.

Figure: The Lot/Serial Nbr. column on the Inventory Items tab of the Appointments form

Notes About Allocations for Service Orders

With allocations for each inventory item line, the system will not allow a staff member to assign
more units of an inventory item to an appointment than the quantity of units specified in the related
service order. For example, suppose that one service and two units of the ACINF21 inventory item
are associated with a service order on the Service Orders (FS300100) form. Two appointments are
created to fulfill the service order, and each appointment has one unit of the ACINF21 inventory item
assigned. Suppose that during the second appointment, the customer asks for a third unit of the
ACINF21 inventory item. The system will not allow the staff member to modify the quantity of the line
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associated with the two original ACINF21 inventory items because the appointment quantity would be
greater than the service order quantity. In this case, the staff member needs to add a new line item
to the second appointment for the extra ACINF21 inventory item on the Inventory Items tab of the
Appointments form. The system will add the line item to the service order as well.

If a user clones an appointment that includes inventory items, if the quantity of inventory items in all
appointments exceeds the quantity specified in the related service order, the system automatically adds
new items to the service order.

If the scheduler has added inventory items to a service order, and then not all inventory items have
been used in the appointments associated with the service order, and if the billing cycle is set to
generate invoices from appointments, when the service order is closed, the system cancels the
allocation of the quantity of inventory items that were not used in appointments.

:  If a user uncloses this service order, the system will not reallocate the inventory items that had not been
assigned to any appointment.

After a sales order document is generated from the Field Services module, if a user deletes the sales
order, the system allows the user to reopen the appointment or service order, modify it, and generate
the sales order again. These actions do not cause the system to automatically reallocate the inventory
items in the appointment or service order.

Changes on Creating Purchase Orders from Service Orders

The Create Purchase Orders (FS501000) form has been removed. Purchase orders from service orders
are created on the Create Purchase Orders (PO505000) form. Thus, users can now create purchase
orders for both sales orders and service orders at the same time.

Now if a purchase order for an inventory item was created from a service order, after the inventory item
is received, the inventory item is automatically allocated for the service order. Additionally, if a serial
number was specified in the purchase receipt, the serial number is copied to the service order.

For more information on allocations for service orders, see Allocations for Service Orders.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=22656d9d-c033-4c76-9cfb-acdfa039bbc7
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Services: Support of Tax Calculation in Service
Orders and Appointments

The Service Orders (FS300100) and Appointments (FS300200) forms now display calculated tax
amounts. The tax calculations can be done by the system or by a tax agency such as Avalara.

To support tax calculation, new elements have been added to these forms.

New Elements on the Service Orders (FS300100) Form

The following new boxes have been added to the Summary area of the Service Orders (FS300100), as
shown in the screenshot below:

• The Tax Total box, which represents the total amount of tax paid for the service order.

• The Service Order Total box, which displays the total amount paid for the service order and is
calculated as a sum of total amounts in lines and a tax total amount.

• The Billable Total box, which displays the billable total amount, which is based on the billing
cycle of the customer as follows:

• If the billing cycle is set to generate invoices from service orders, the billable total will not
include appointment totals, and instead will include only service order totals.

• If the billing cycle is set to generate invoices from appointments, the billable total will
include only appointment totals of the appointments with the Completed or Closed status.

The following boxes have been added to the Totals tab, as also shown in the screenshot below:

• The Estimated Total and Appointment Total boxes, which have been moved from the
Summary area of the form to the Service Order Totals section.

• The Line Total box, which was previously named Billable Total and was located in the Summary
area of the form. This element represents the total without tax calculations, and is calculated by
adding the values of the Billable Amount column of the Services and Inventory Items tabs.

• The Tax Total box, which represents the total amount of tax paid for the service order.

• The VAT Exempt Total box, which represents the total amount that is exempt from VAT.

• The VAT Taxable Total box, which represents the total amount of VAT paid for the service order.

• The Service Order Total box, which displays the total amount paid for the service order and is
calculated as the sum of the total amounts in lines and the tax total amount.

• The Billable Total box, which contains the same information as the Billable Total box in the
Summary area does.
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Figure: New elements on the Service Orders form

The following new boxes have been added to the Billing Info section of the Summary tab (see the
screenshot below):

• The Customer Tax Zone box: Contains the tax zone to be used to process the document.
Generally, this is the zone associated with the appointment address.

• The Billing Cycle box: Contains the billing cycle that is applied to the service order. This
setting is filled in based on the settings of the applicable customer. If the Manage Multiple
Billing Options per Customer check box is selected on the Service Management Preferences
(FS100100) form, the system bases the billing cycle on the customer and the service order type.

• The Generates Invoices From box indicates whether the invoice considers the information on
the service order or appointment. This read-only setting is copied from the associated billing
cycle.
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Figure: New boxes in the Billing Info section on the Service Orders form

The Tax Details tab, which contains information on all individual taxes applied to the document lines,
has been added to the form. The system automatically fills in the columns on this tab when the user
saves changes to the service order.

The Tax Category column has been added to the Services and Inventory Items tab. The system fills
in this column with the tax category of the item that is specified in the line.

New Elements on the Appointments (FS300200) Form

The following new boxes have been added to the Summary area of the Appointments (FS300200) form,
as shown in the screenshot below:

• The Tax Total box, which represents the total amount of tax paid for the appointment.

• The Appointment Total box, which displays the total amount paid for the appointment. This
amount is calculated as the sum of the total amounts in lines and the tax total amount.

The following boxes have been added to the Totals tab, as also shown in the screenshot below:

• The Estimated Total and Actual Total boxes, which have been moved from the Summary area
of the form to the Appointment Totals section of the tab.

• The Line Total box, which was previously named Billable Total and was located in the Summary
area of the form. This box represents the total without tax calculations, and is calculated by
summing the values in the Billable Amount column of the Services and Inventory Items tab.

• The Tax Total box, which represents the total amount of tax paid for the appointment.
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• The VAT Exempt Total box, which represents the total amount that is exempt from VAT.

• The VAT Taxable Total box, which represents the total amount of VAT paid for the appointment.

• The Appointment Total box, which displays the total amount paid for the appointment and is
calculated as the sum of the total amounts in lines and the tax total amount.

• The Appointment Billable Total box, which displays the billable total amount based on the
billing cycle of the customer as follows:

• If the billing cycle is set to generate invoices from service orders, the billable total will not
include appointment totals. That is, the amount will be zero.

• If the billing cycle is set to generate invoices from appointments, the billable total will
include the appointment total only once the appointment is completed or closed.

• The Service Order Total box in the Service Order Totals section, which contains the total
amount calculated on the service order and is calculated as the sum of the total amounts in lines
and the tax total amount.

• The Billable Total box in the Service Order Totals section, which displays the billable total
amount of the service order and its appointments, based on the billing cycle of the customer.

Figure: New elements on the Appointments form

The following new boxes have been added to the Billing Info section of the Summary tab (see the
screenshot below):

• The Customer Tax Zone box: Contains the tax zone to be used to process the document.
Generally, this is the zone associated with the appointment address.

• The Billing Cycle box: Contains the billing cycle that is applied to the appointment. This setting
is filled in based on the related customer settings. If the Manage Multiple Billing Options per
Customer check box is selected on the Service Management Preferences (FS100100) form, the
system bases the billing cycle on the combination of the customer and the service order type.
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• The Generates Invoices From box indicates whether the invoice considers the information on
the service order or appointment. This setting is copied from the associated billing cycle.

Figure: New boxes in the Billing Info section on the Appointments form

The Tax Details tab, which contains information on all individual taxes applied to the document lines,
has been added to the form. The system automatically fills in the columns on this tab when the user
saves changes to the service order.

Finally, the Tax Category column has been added to the Services and Inventory Items tab. The
system fills in this column with the tax category of the item that is specified in the line.

:  As part of this release, tax calculation done by third parties uses the branch address as origin address
and the address of the billing customer location as destination address.

For details on supporting taxes in Acumatica ERP, see Taxes.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=e81ed34c-1c6d-4a8b-9903-1f326e615bd9
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Services: Prepayment for Service Orders and
Appointments

Now a user can create prepayments for appointments and service orders. A prepayment associated with
a service order or appointment will be applied to a sales order when the sales order is generated in the
system.

:  This functionality is available only if the Sales Orders option button is selected under Generate
Invoices In group on the Service Order Types (FS202300) form for the type of the service order or
appointment.

The following scenarios can be accomplished with this functionality:

• A service order is created so that service personnel can perform a service, and a prepayment of
50% of the total cost of the services is required in advance to perform the appointment related to
this service order.

• When the appointment is performed at the customer location, the customer would like to prepay
for part of the service that was completed.

• A service order is created to cover the installation of four air conditioners. After the second
appointment is performed, the customer would like to prepay for the job done so far—that is, the
installation of the first and second air conditioners.

:  Prepayments are associated with service orders. For sales orders generated from appointments, the
prepayment is applied (or the prepayments are applied) to the sales orders in the order in which the sales
orders are generated for the associated appointments.

For example, suppose that a service order has two appointments, and that the customer made a
prepayment during the first appointment. If the sales order for the second appointment is generated first,
the prepayment is first applied to the sales order of the second appointment. If the billable amount of the
appointment is less than the prepayment amount, the remaining amount will be applied to the sales order
generated for the first appointment.

New Elements on the Service Order (FS300100) and Appointments (FS300200) Forms

The Prepayment tab has been added on the Service Orders (FS300100) and Appointments
(FS300200) forms. This tab shows the list of prepayments related to the service order or appointment.
The Summary area of the tab shows total amounts from the service order or appointment and
associated prepayments.

A user clicks the Create Prepayment button on the table toolbar of the Prepayments tab to open the
Payments and Applications (AR302000) form with applicable boxes already filled in based on the service
order. The View Payment button on the Prepayments tab opens an associated prepayment.
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Figure: The prepayments tab on the Service Orders form

The Prepayment Totals section with the following new boxes has been added to the Totals tab of the
Service Orders (FS300100) and Appointments (FS300200) forms (see the screenshot below):

• Prepayment Received: The sum of amounts of the prepayments associated with the service
order or appointment.

• Prepayment Applied: The sum of the values in the Applied to Orders column on the
Prepayments tab of the associated prepayments.

• Prepayment Remaining: The sum of the available balances of the prepayments associated with
the service order or appointment.

• Service Order Unpaid Balance: The unpaid balance of what was estimated on the service order.
This amount is the value in the Service Order Total box of the Summary area minus the value in
the Payment Received box of the Prepayment tab.

• Service Order Billable Unpaid Balance: The unpaid balance of what has been completed so
far; this amount is the value in the Service Order Billable Total box minus the value in the
Payment Received box of the Prepayment tab.

Figure: The Prepayment Totals section on the Totals tab of the Service Orders form
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New Elements on the Payments and Applications (AR302000) Form

The Service Orders to Apply tab has been added on the Payments and Applications (AR302000)
form to display the service order or orders associated with a prepayment, along with the related
appointments if the prepayment has been created from the appointment. The tab appears on the form
only if at least one service order is associated with the prepayment. The tab is read-only because these
prepayments can be created only from the Service Orders (FS300100) and Appointments (FS300200)
forms.

For an example of processing a service order and its appointment with prepayments, see Prepaid
Service Order.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=805681d3-4d36-4f91-999b-63a86fc41853
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=805681d3-4d36-4f91-999b-63a86fc41853
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Services: Tracking the Service Orders and
Appointments for Which Items Are Required
from Purchase Orders

Now it is possible to view whether any items in a service order need to be received at a warehouse.
Additionally, you can view this information in each appointment related to the service order.

To implement this functionality, the elements described in the sections of this topic have been added.

New Elements on the Service Orders (FS300100) Form

On the Service Orders (FS300100) form, in the Summary area, the Waiting for Purchased Items
check box has been added. This check box indicates (if selected) that at least one item needs to be
received (that is, the Mark for PO check box is selected for the line on the Services or Inventory
Items tab), as the following screenshot shows.

Figure: The Waiting for Purchased Items check box

New Elements on the Appointments (FS300200) Form

On the Appointments (FS300200) form, the system now allows the addition of line items for which
service personnel are awaiting receipt, and the Waiting for Purchased Items check box has been
added to the Summary area. (See the following screenshot.)

On the Services and Inventory Items tabs, the following read-only columns (also shown in the
following screenshot) have been added to show purchasing details: Mark for PO, PO Nbr., and PO
Status. The columns are hidden by default, and the system fills them in with the values specified in the
related service order on the Service Orders (FS300100) form.
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Figure: The new columns related to purchasing

For an example of the processing of a service order along with a purchase order, see Integration of
Purchase Orders and Service Orders.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=97fd0c74-9fb0-4b57-a4a0-764ec291152c
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=97fd0c74-9fb0-4b57-a4a0-764ec291152c
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Services: Restriction of Sales Order Types
Integrated with Field Services

In many companies, only one particular sales order type is generated from Field Services. For the other
types of sales orders, the actions, columns, and behaviors related to Field Services are not necessary
and should be disabled to avoid overloading the form with unused elements.

Now in Acumatica ERP2018 R2, on the Order Types (SO201000) form, the Enable Field Services
Integration check box has been added, as the screenshot below shows. If this check box has been
selected for an order type, the elements related to Field Services are displayed on the Sales Orders
(SO301000) form if this order type is selected. If this check box has been cleared for an order type,
these elements are not visible on the Sales Orders form if this order type is selected.

Figure: The Field Service Settings section

Additionally, for an invoice created from a sales order for which field service integration has not been
enabled (based on the order type), the elements related to services are not displayed on the Invoices
(SO303000) form.

On the Service Order Types (FS202300) form, in the Order Type for Invoice and Order Type for
Negative Balance Invoice boxes, only an order type with the Enable Field Services Integration
check box selected can be selected. Similarly, on the Equipment Management Preferences (FS100300)
and Route Management Preferences (FS100400) forms, in the Order Type for Invoice box, only an
order type with the Enable Field Services Integration check box selected can be selected.
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Services: Ability to Copy Notes and Attachments

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, it is possible to copy notes and attachments to appointments and service
orders from a customer or customer location, as well as to copy notes and attachments to the
generated invoices and purchase orders from the related service orders or appointments. Employees
often need to add to the customer document a note with instructions on how to provide a service. Now,
this note can automatically be included in the appointment when a user creates it.

To support this functionality, new elements have been added to the forms of the Services module.

New Elements on Forms

On the Service Order Types (FS202300) form, the following check boxes have been added to the
General Settings section (see the screenshot below):

• Copy Notes from Customer: Notes are copied to an appointment and service order from the
associated customer.

• Copy Attachments from Customer: Attachments are copied to an appointment and service
order from the associated customer.

• Copy Notes from Customer Location: Notes are copied to an appointment and service order
from the associated customer location.

:  If the Copy Notes from Customer and Copy Notes from Customer Location check boxes
are both selected, and if both a customer and its location have notes, the service orders and
appointments created for the customer and this location will have one note that contains the
concatenation of these notes.

• Copy Attachments from Customer Location: Attachments are copied to an appointment and
service order from the associated customer location.

• Copy Notes to Appointment: Notes are copied to an appointment from a service order.

:  If the Copy Notes to Appointment check box is selected, the Copy Notes from Customer
or Copy Notes from Customer Location check box (or both check boxes) are selected, and if a
customer or its location (or both) have a note, when a user creates an appointment, the system
ignores any changes that have been made in the related service order created for this customer and
this location.

• Copy Attachments to Appointment: Attachments are copied to an appointment from a service
order.

• Copy Line Notes to Invoice: Line notes are copied to an invoice from the associated service
order or appointment.

• Copy Line Attachments to Invoice: Line attachments are copied to an invoice from the
associated service order or appointment.
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Figure: New check boxes on the Service Order Types form

On the Purchase Orders Preferences (PO101000) form, the following check boxes added (see the
screenshot below):

• Copy Line Notes from Service Orders: Line notes are copied to a purchase order from the
associated service order.

• Copy Line Attachments from Service Orders: Line attachments are copied to a purchase
order from the associated service order.
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Figure: New check boxes on the Purchase Orders Preferences form
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Services: Ability to Add Attributes

An attribute is a property (such as age or industry) that can be defined in the system so that users can
specify its settings for objects in the system.

Now attributes are available in Field Services; users can use them as follows:

• In the Service Management module, attributes can be used to gather and store information about
service orders and appointments. The diagram below shows how the attributes are defined in the
Service Management module.

Figure: Attribute Usage in Service Management

• In the Equipment Maintenance module, attributes store additional properties of equipment items
and service contracts. Additionally, an administrator or service manager can define attributes for
a particular service contract schedule that will be inherited when a service order or appointment
document is generated based on the schedule. The diagram below shows how the attributes are
defined in the Equipment Management module.
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Figure: Attribute Usage in Equipment Management

• In the Route Management module, attributes hold additional properties of vehicles, routes, and
route service contracts. Additionally, attributes can be defined for a particular route service
contract schedule that will be inherited when an appointment document is generated based on
the schedule. The diagram below shows how the attributes are defined in the Route Management
module.
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Figure: Attribute Usage in Route Management

Attributes for Service Orders and Appointments

After the attributes to be used for service orders and appointments have been defined on the Attributes
(CS205000) form, they are specified for a particular service order type on Attributes tab of the Service
Order Types(FS202300) form, as the following screenshot shows. For details, see Service Order Types.

Figure: The Attributes tab on the Service Order Types form

For a particular service order or appointment associated with a service type that has attributes defined,
users can specify, view, and modify the values of these attributes on the Attributes tab of the Service
Orders (FS300100) or Appointments (FS300200) form, respectively (see the following screenshot).

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=6c36e36d-28b6-480f-a6d2-309bb26d6fba
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Figure: The Attributes tab on the Service Orders form

The attributes will be inherited from a service order to the related appointments, but each
appointment's attributes are independent.

For more information on specifying attributes for service orders and appointments, see Service Order
Entry and Appointment Creation.

Attributes for Equipment

The first step in configuring the attributes to be used for equipment is defining them on the Attributes
(CS205000) form. The group of attributes applied to a particular equipment type is defined on the
Equipment Types(FS200800) form. The form has been modified, as the following screenshot shows. For
details, see Equipment Types.

Figure: The Equipment Types form

For a particular piece of equipment of an equipment type that has attributes defined, users can specify,
view, and modify the values of these attributes on the Attributes tab of the Equipment (FS205000)
form. For details, see Resource Equipment.

For model equipment items, on the Service Management tab of the Stock Items (IN202500) form,
the Equipment Type box has been added (see the screenshot below). If the attributes specified for
an equipment type selected in this box are the same as those that are defined for the stock item, when
the system creates the target equipment from the sale of a stock item, the attributes are copied to the
Equipment form. If the attributes defined for the stock item are not the same as the attributes specified
for an equipment type selected in this box, when the system creates the target equipment from the
sale of a stock item, the attributes of only equipment type are copied to the form.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=88c89015-ea03-425e-a927-f6aa7894db43
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=88c89015-ea03-425e-a927-f6aa7894db43
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=457c249f-1345-40ea-a629-183089717dd3
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=b85a1280-51b8-48d7-8fba-4fbd7d570316
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=0b977422-264b-440c-b381-7ecaae3e0212
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Figure: The Equipment Types box on the Stock Items form

For details, see Model Equipment.

Attributes for Service and Route Service Contracts

After the attributes to be used for service and route service contracts have been defined on the
Attributes (CS205000) form, the group of attributes is defined on the Attributes (PM202000) form.
On this form, the necessary attributes are assigned to the new Service Contract entity type (see the
following screenshot), which has been specifically designed to be used when the group of attributes is
specified for service and route service contracts.

Figure: The Service Contract entity type on the Attributes tab

Users can specify, view, and modify the values of attributes associated with a service contract or route
service contract on the Attributes tab of the Service Contracts (FS305700) or Route Service Contracts
(FS300800) form, respectively (see the following screenshot).

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=12e52159-b9bc-431f-871d-9140a7d7fcc7
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Figure: The Attributes tab on the Service Contracts form

For more information on contracts, see Entry of the Service Contract and Route Service Contract Entry.

The attributes applied to service and route service schedules, once they have been defined in the
system, are specified for the related service order type on Attributes tab of the Service Order
Types(FS202300) form. Users can view and modify the values of attributes associated with a service
and route service schedule on the Attributes tab of the Service Contract Schedules (FS305100) or
Route Service Contract Schedules (FS305600) form, respectively (see the screenshot below). When the
system generates service orders or appointments from the contract, the attributes from the schedules
are inherited to service orders or appointments.

Figure: The Attributes tab on the Route Service Contract Schedules form

Attributes for Vehicles and Route Executions

After the attributes to be used for service and route service contracts have been defined on the
Attributes (CS205000) form, the group of attributes is defined on the Vehicle Types (FS204200) form.
Users can view and modify the values of attributes associated with a vehicle on the Attributes tab of
the Vehicles (FS203600) form. For details, see Vehicle Entry.

The attributes applied to route executions, once they have been defined in the system, are specified for
a route on the Attributes tab of the Routes(FS203700) form. Users can view and modify the values
of attributes associated with a route execution on the Attributes tab of the Route Document Details
(FS304000) form. For details, see Entry of Routes.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=d915f753-c422-4b1e-914b-a764ad57dd4c
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=ebb3b7e7-c555-4699-95f1-aa0c12d6a47f
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=2880f97a-29c9-4b21-a411-1570f83a6df0
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(5))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=248e8365-555e-4266-976a-2f6b0e511a9d
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For more information on attributes in Acumatica ERP, see Attributes.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(2))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=9ac91432-d70f-4f00-bc0a-f5569d76cdfd
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Services: Processing of Sales Quotes Along with
Service Orders

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the integration with opportunities has been improved to allow a user to
create a sales quote that includes services and later (after the customer has agreed to the terms of the
quote) create a service order to perform the job. Additionally, the user can mark an item that needs to
be purchased in the sales quote and overwrite the default cost and vendor of the item (if necessary).
This information is inherited in the sales orders and service orders that have already been created for
the opportunity.

The following columns have been added on the Document Details tab of the Opportunities
(CR304000) form (see the screenshot below):

• Billing Rule: Has the Flat Rate, Time, and None options.

• Estimated Duration: Indicates the estimated duration of a service.

• Mark for PO: Indicates that the line item needs to be purchased after the related service order or
sales order is created.

• Unit Cost: Indicates the unit cost of the line item. If the Mark for PO check box is selected, the
user can override the cost.

• Vendor ID: Indicates the vendor that provides the line item. If the Mark for PO check box is
selected, the user can select the vendor.

• Vendor Location ID: Indicates the vendor location that provides the line item. If the Mark for
PO check box is selected, users can select the vendor location.

Figure: New elements on the Document Details tab of the Opportunities form

For information on integration of service orders with opportunities, see Integration of Opportunities and
Service Orders.

Additionally, line notes and attachments are copied from opportunities to the generated service orders.
Whether the line notes and attachments are copied depends on the states of the Copy Notes and Copy
Attachments check boxes on the Customer Management Preferences (CR101000) form.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(4))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=55e5d71b-8367-4cb8-96d0-67298030f8fd
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(4))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=55e5d71b-8367-4cb8-96d0-67298030f8fd
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Services: Quick Processing

With Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 users can process a service order or appointment along with a sales order
in one click. The system performs the selected steps and keeps the user informed on the completion
and outcome of each step.

Quick Processing Setup

If the Allow Quick Process check box is selected for a service order type in the Invoice Generation
Settings section on the Service Order Types (FS202300) form, quick processing is allowed for the
service type. This check box is available only if the Sales Orders option button is selected under
Generate Invoices In for the service order type. The Quick Process Settings tab becomes visible on
the form (see the following screenshot).

Figure: Enabling quick process for a service order type

On the Quick Process Settings tab, the processing actions eligible for this type are listed. The
administrator or service manager setting up quick processing specifies the actions to be performed by
default by selecting the corresponding check boxes. The list of selected actions can be adjusted for each
service order type, as shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: Setting up the default actions for service order and appointment processing

For details, see Quick Processing of Service Orders and Appointments.

Quick Processing of an Appointment

After the setup of quick processing has been performed, if the billing cycle is configured to generate
invoices from appointments for a customer, the system will display the Quick Process button on the
Appointments (FS300200) form. When a user clicks the button, the Process Appointment dialog box
is displayed (see the following screenshot).

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(4))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=b80fc8a4-7247-4cfe-8c9a-3333f09eba84
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Figure: Adjusting processing actions for a service order

In the dialog box, the user can adjust the list of processing steps to be performed by selecting or
clearing the corresponding check boxes. After reviewing the processing details, the user clicks OK and
the system launches processing of the appointment. During the processing, the system notifies the user
about the completion and outcome of each step.

After processing has completed, the user can view the created document or documents by clicking
document identifiers (see the screenshot below). The user can send for printing the prepared forms
by clicking the corresponding form name. The system will open each link in a new tab, so the user can
easily return to the processing results.

Figure: Processing the appointment

Quick Processing of a Service Order

After the setup of quick processing has been performed, if the billing cycle is configured to generate
invoices from service orders for a customer, the system will display the Quick Process button on the
Service Orders (FS300100) form. When a user clicks the button, the Process Service Order dialog
box is displayed (see the following screenshot).
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Figure: Adjusting processing actions for a service order

In the dialog box, the user can adjust the list of processing steps to be performed by selecting or
clearing the corresponding check boxes. After reviewing the processing details, the user clicks OK, and
the system launches the processing of the order. During the processing, the system notifies the user
about the completion and outcome of each step.

After processing has completed, the user can view the created document or documents by clicking
document identifiers. The user can send for printing the prepared forms by clicking the corresponding
form name. The system will open each link in a new tab, so the user can easily return to the processing
results.

Quick Processing of Multiple Documents

On the Generate Invoices from Service Orders (FS500600) and Generate Invoices from Appointments
(FS500100) forms, you can configure the system to perform multiple steps to process multiple
documents with only one click by the user. On these forms, if users are generating sales orders for
service orders or appointments, the Invoice Actions section appears in the Selection area (see the
screenshot below). In this section, the users can select actions that the system will perform on invoices
related to the generated sales orders.
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Figure: Selecting actions performed on invoices

Other Improvements

Now in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, users can generate an invoice from the appointment or service
order in one click. To do so, they click Actions > Invoice Appointment on the form toolbar of
the Appointments (FS300200) form or Actions > Invoice Service Order on the Service Orders
(FS300100) form (see the following screenshot).

Figure: Using the Invoice Service Order action

Additionally, on the Invoice Info tab of the Appointments and Service Orders forms, users can click
the link in the Document Nbr. box to navigate to the related form and view the details of the invoice.
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Services: Improvements in Scheduling

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the following circumstances can be indicated for a service order or
appointment:

• Additional appointments must be scheduled for the service order.

• Appointments have not been scheduled for the service order.

• Not all work has been finished during the appointment, and a follow-up appointment is needed.

For these purposes, the Appointments Needed check box has been added to the Service Orders
(FS300100) form, and Finished check box has been added to the Appointments (FS300200) form.

Indicating That an Appointment Should Be Scheduled

Previously, when a user viewed a service order on the Service Orders (FS300100) form, it was not
possible to view whether appointments needed to be scheduled or appointments are already scheduled
for the service order. The read-only Appointments Needed check box has been added to the
Summary area of the form to indicate that a new or follow-up appointment needs to be created for the
service order (see the following screenshot).

Figure: The Appointments Needed check box on the Service Orders form

The system selects the Appointments Needed for a service order under the following conditions:

• At least one line item on the Services or Inventory Items tab is not associated with an
appointment.

• At least one associated appointment is not finished, and no appointment has been scheduled after

On Calendar Board forms, on the Service Orders tab, users can view service orders for which the
Appointments Needed check box is selected only.

Indicating That an Appointment Has Been Performed Successfully

To provide the ability to convey to other users whether all necessary work has been performed during
an appointment, the Finished check box has been added to the Summary area of the Appointments
(FS300200) form (see the screenshot below). A staff member selects this check box before he or she
completes an appointment to indicate that no follow-up appointment is necessary.
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Figure: The Finished check box on the Appointments form
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Order Management: Enhanced Freight
Calculation

Previously, when a user processed documents with freight charges, there was no option to disable the
automatic recalculation of the freight amount in orders, shipments, and invoices. Also, the user could
not specify the freight amount manually in a sales order, shipment, or invoice. The user had no way
to adjust the rule of freight allocation for the partially shipped invoice when the freight price was not
dependent on shipment settings.

To give users more options for flexible freight calculation, the logic used for calculating and processing
freight charges has been improved. The following sections describe the main changes in freight
functionality.

For more information on freights in Acumatica ERP, see Freight Calculation.

Base for Freight Calculation

On the Shipping Terms (CS208000) form, the Invoice Freight Price Based On box has been added
(see the screenshot below). The option selected in this box defines the base for the freight price
calculation in a sales order invoice. The following options are available:

• Sales Order: The system copies the freight price from the sales order to the invoice (fully or
partially if the shipment is partial).

• Shipment: The system copies the freight price from the shipment to the invoice.

When a user creates a sales order, the rule for freight calculation is copied from the shipping terms
and is shown in the Invoice Freight Price Based On box on the Totals tab of the Sales Orders
(SO301000) form.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(203))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=861acb8b-9292-48fc-b348-4fc920724249
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When a user creates a sales order invoice for a sales order, the Freight Cost, Freight Price, and
Premium Freight settings are copied from the related combination of sales order and shipment, or are
distributed between the corresponding lines of the order and shipment.

Manual Freight Price Entry

The Override Freight Price check box has been added to the Sales Orders (SO301000) form (see the
following screenshot) and the Shipments (SO302000) form. This check box indicates that the Freight
Price can be entered manually and can be selected in the following documents:

• Sales orders with empty shipping terms

• Sales orders with sales order-based shipping terms

• Shipments with shipment-based shipping terms

A manually entered Freight Price value is preserved in the sales order and shipment, and will not
be recalculated if any of the order lines (in particular, the quantities, extended price, or amount) are
modified.
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Other User Interface Changes

On the Sales Orders (SO301000), Shipments (SO302000) and Invoices (SO303000) forms, the
following changes have been introduced:

• The Freight and Freight Amt. boxes have been renamed to Freight Price.

• On the Freight Details tab of the Invoices (SO303000) form, the Order Nbr. and Order Type
column have been added to the table.

Limitations and Important Notes

• The Invoice Freight Price Based On value specified for a particular set of shipping terms on
the Shipping Terms (CS208000) form cannot be changed after any order or shipment has been
created with these shipping terms.

• A user cannot add to the shipment sales orders with an Invoice Freight Price Based On value
on the Totals tab of the Sales Orders (SO301000) form that differs from the value specified for
the current shipment terms.

• If one shipment has been created for multiple sales orders with the different shipping terms, the
value of the Shipping Terms box on the Shipping Settings tab of the Sales Orders form is
copied from the very first added sales order to the shipment and is not updated when the user
adds additional sales orders.

• For sales orders with the RMA Order automation behavior orders and two active operations, the
full-amount freight is calculated in the invoice for the order-shipment freight lines with the default
operation type. For the order-shipment freight lines with the non-default operation type, freight is
not calculated automatically.

• For the drop-shipped orders in which Invoice Freight Price Based On is set to Shipment on the
Totals tab of the Sales Orders form, the invoice is prepared with a freight price of zero.
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Order Management: Improved Discount
Functionality

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the discount functionality has been enhanced, as described in the following
sections.

For more information about discounts on sales documents, see Discount Application in Sales
Documents.

Separated Customer and Vendor Discount Functionality

To provide flexible capabilities of configuring discounts, customer and vendor discounts have been
divided with separate features that can be used independently of each other. On the Enable/Disable
Features (CS100000) form, the Customer Discounts and Vendor Discounts check boxes have been
introduced in the Advanced Financials group and the Customer & Vendor Discounts check box has
been removed.

Preserved Set of Applied Discounts on Order Entry

The new Disable Automatic Discount Update check box has been added to the General Settings
tab of the Order Types (SO301000) form (see the following screenshot), so a user can select or clear
this check box for each order type. For a particular order of a type, on the Sales Orders (SO301000)
form, the user can change the state of this check box on the Discount Details tab.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(203))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=49b6f685-4b1c-4abd-b268-f75d41d9396c
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(203))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=49b6f685-4b1c-4abd-b268-f75d41d9396c
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If the check box is cleared for the order type (the default state for all order types), the system
refreshes all automatic line, group, and document discounts, as it did before.

When the user selects the Disable Automatic Discount Update check box for an order, the already-
applied discounts are treated as manual for the order. When a user runs discount recalculation or adds
new lines to the order, the system preserves the set of applied discounts; it checks whether these
discounts are still applicable for the order, but does not apply any other new discounts to the order.
If a user manually changes any of the discountable amounts or quantities in the order, the system
recalculates the fixed set of applied discounts based on these changes.

Editable Document-Level Discounts

Users can now edit values of the Discount Amount and Discount Percent boxes on the Discount
Details tab of the following forms (see the screenshot below):

• Sales Orders (SO301000)

• Invoices (SO303000)

• Purchase Orders (PO301000)

• Invoices and Memos (AR301000)

• Bills and Adjustments (AP301000)

• Sales Quotes (CR304500)

• Opportunities (CR304000)

Entry of Manual Document-Level Discounts

A Discount Total box has been added to the Summary area of the following forms (see the screenshot
below):

• Sales Orders (SO301000)

• Invoices (SO303000)

• Purchase Orders (PO301000)
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• Invoices and Memos (AR301000)

• Bills and Adjustments (AP301000)

In this box, a user can enter a manual document-level discount if the Customer Discounts and Vendor
Discounts features are not in use in the system. This discount has no discount code or sequence and
is not recalculated by the system. If the discount needs to be changed, the user has to correct it
manually.

Entry of External Discounts

To simplify the importing of documents with discounts from external systems, users can now enter
manual external discounts directly on the Discount Details tab (of the forms listed below) without
creating related discount codes and sequences in the system (see the following screenshot). To specify
manual external discounts, users can enter the Discount Amount or the Discount Percent on this
tab. For a discount line with this type of external discount, the user can enter the external discount
code (for informational use only) in the External Discount Code column.
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The system applies external discounts in the same way as it does manual document discounts; the
system does not recalculate external discounts if there are changes to the document. Manual external
discounts can be specified for documents created on the following data entry forms:

• Sales Orders (SO301000)

• Invoices (SO303000)

• Purchase Orders (PO301000)

• Invoices and Memos (AR301000)

• Bills and Adjustments (AP301000)

• Sales Quotes (CR304500)

• Opportunities (CR304000)

Improved Settings in the Recalculate Prices Dialog Box

A user can now select which discounts to update during the recalculation process. The Recalculate
Prices dialog box, which opens when a user clicks Actions > Recalculate Prices on the form toolbar
of a document entry form, now provides the following recalculation settings (see the screenshot below):

• Recalculate Discounts check box: If this check box is selected, the system will recalculate
the discounts in the document. If the check box is cleared, the system leaves the discounts
unchanged.

• Override Manual Line Discounts check box: If this check box is selected, the system removes
any manual line discounts from the document, and searches for applicable automatic line
discounts. If the check box is cleared, the manual line discounts remain unchanged in the
document, and the system applies automatic line discounts to document lines with no manual
discount applied.

• Override Manual Group and Document Discounts check box: If this check box is selected,
the system removes any manual group and document discounts from the document, and searches
for applicable automatic group and document discounts. If the check box is cleared, the manual
line discounts remain unchanged in the document, and the system applies automatic line
discounts to the document.
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Order Management: Improved Purchase Returns

Previously, a user could not create a purchase return for a particular purchase receipt or purchase
receipt line. The user could not process a purchase return with exactly the same cost as the cost in the
corresponding purchase receipt. Also, when the user processed a purchase return with a non-stock item
requiring receipt, the system did not generate a General Ledger transaction, thus causing a discrepancy
in the balance of the PO Accrual account.

To help users prepare and process purchase returns related to particular purchase orders, in Acumatica
ERP 2018 R2, purchase return processing has been enhanced. The following sections describe the main
changes in the purchase return functionality.

For more information about purchase return processing, see Processing Purchase Returns.

Purchase Returns Linked to Purchase Receipts

Now a user can add a line of a purchase receipt to a purchase return. New Add PR and Add PR Line
buttons have been added to the table toolbar of the Document Details tab of the Purchase Receipts
(PO302000) form. When a user clicks the button, the Add Receipt dialog box or Add Receipt Line
dialog box, respectively, opens. In these dialog boxes, a user can select an existing purchase receipt or
specific lines of a receipt, and include them in the purchase return (see the following screenshot).

Figure: Adding purchase receipt lines to a purchase return

Also, a Return button is now shown on the form toolbar of the Purchase Receipts form if a purchase
receipt of the Receipt type is opened on this form. When a user selects the unlabeled check boxes next
to the needed lines of a purchase receipt, and clicks this button, the system creates a purchase return
document and adds the selected lines to it.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(203))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=433709f4-9bf0-4c9d-9764-beb0b949d026
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Figure: Selecting purchase receipt lines for a return

If a purchase return line is linked to a purchase receipt line, the system copies to the purchase
return line the Accrual account defined in the corresponding line of the original purchase receipt. If
the purchase return line is not linked to a purchase receipt, the system copies the Accrual account
according to the posting rule of the item class of the item specified in the line.

Purchase Returns with the Original Unit Cost

When a user processes a purchase return to completion, the system generates the inventory
transaction and an Accounts Payable document with the Debit Adj. type. The type of the generated
inventory transaction depends on the state of the Return by Original Receipt Cost check box on the
Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form in the purchase return.

The Return by Original Receipt Cost check box has been added to the Purchase Orders Preferences
(PO101000) form. The value of this check box is used as the default value of the Return by Original
Receipt Cost check box on the Purchase Receipts form when a user creates a new purchase return.
The default check box value can be changed until the purchase return is released. The check box affects
the processing of a purchase return in the following ways:

• If the check box is selected, the system generates the inventory adjustment along with the
purchase return release. The returned cost of the item is copied from the original inventory
receipt of the related purchase receipt line.

• If the check box is cleared, the system generates the inventory issue along with the purchase
return release. The item cost in the inventory issue line is defined based on the valuation method
of the item.

:  Direct returns that are not linked to the purchase receipts are processed through inventory issues,
so the Return by Original Receipt Cost check box must be cleared in a direct purchase return
before the purchase return is released.

On release of an inventory adjustment or issue, the calculated item cost is now debited to the PO
Accrual account specified in the purchase return line.

Vendor Return Reason Code

The new Vendor Return usage has been added to the list of reason code usages on the Reason Codes
(CS211000) form. The reason codes of the Vendor Return usage (along with the reason codes of the
Issue usage type) can be selected in purchase return lines, and in the PO Return Reason Code box on
the Purchase Orders Preferences (PO101000) form. The reason code defined in the PO Return Reason
Code box is specified by default in each purchase return line; the system then copies this reason code
to the corresponding inventory adjustments and inventory issues. The reason code in a purchase return
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is used for informational purposes only; the system does not use the accounts specified in any reason
codes when generating General Ledger transactions.

:  In the purchase returns with the Return by Original Receipt Cost check box selected on the Purchase
Receipts (PO302000) form, only reason codes with the Vendor Return usage can be specified in the
purchase return lines.

Purchase Return with Non-Stock Items Requiring Receipt

Now when a purchase return is released, purchase return lines with the Non-Stock line type are added
to the generated inventory transaction. On release of the inventory transaction, the following batch of
the General Ledger transactions is generated:

• PO Accrual account and subaccount of the purchase return line, Dr

• Expense account and subaccount of the purchase return line, Cr

For purchase return lines with the Non-Stock line type, when the user releases the Accounts Payable
debit adjustment, the system records any PO Accrual difference based on the Allocation Mode
selected on the Purchase Orders Preferences (PO101000) form:

• If Purchase Price Variance Account is selected, the system posts the PO Accrual difference to the
Purchase Price Variance account and subaccount specified in the posting class of the item.

• If Inventory Account is selected, the system posts the PO Accrual difference to the Expense
account and subaccount specified in the related purchase return line.

:  For a line with a stock item, the system records any PO Accrual difference to the Purchase Price Variance
account and subaccount that are defined in the posting class of the stock item.

Other User Interface Changes

In addition to the changes noted above, the following UI changes have been made related to improved
purchase returns:

• For the purchase receipts linked to purchase returns, the Returned Qty. column has been added
to the Document Details tab of the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form to indicate the quantity
of the items that have been returned by the linked purchase return or returns.

• For purchase returns, the Final IN Ext Cost and Estimated IN Ext Cost columns, which are
hidden by default, have been added to the Document Details tab of the Purchase Receipts form.
On release of an inventory transaction generated for a purchase return, the extended cost from
the inventory transaction is copied to the Final IN Ext Cost column in the related purchase
return line.

Limitations and Important Notes

The following limitations and notes apply to these purchase return improvements:

• If the Return by Original Receipt Cost check box is selected for a purchase return on the
Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, then landed costs, purchase price variance and other
adjustments of cost are included in the returned cost for items with the average, standard, and
specific valuation methods.

• If the Return by Original Receipt Cost check box is selected for a purchase return on the
Purchase Receipts form, and the system fails to release the inventory adjustment because of
the calculated cost exceeding the total cost, the user has to clear this check box in the purchase
return to resolve the problem. The user must then process the return with the inventory issue
transaction.

• If an inventory issue for a purchase receipt had not been released before the system upgrade, the
user would not be able to release the corresponding Account Payable bill.
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Notes on Upgrade Procedure

Please note the following about the upgrade procedure:

• Before upgrade, we strongly recommend that users release all existing purchase returns and
related Accounts Payable debit adjustments

• If an inventory issue for a purchase receipt had not been released before the upgrade, the user
would not be able to release the corresponding Account Payable bill; the system would show the
corresponding error message.
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Order Management: Purchase Receipt
Improvements

When a user processes a purchase, the financial information—such as credit terms, taxes, and
discounts—has to be entered into the purchase order; optionally, this information can be corrected
in the Accounts Payable bill. To simplify the processing of purchases, in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the
extraneous financial information has been removed from purchase receipts. The following sections
describe the main changes in the purchase receipt functionality.

For more information about purchase receipt processing, see Processing Purchases.

User Interface Changes Related to Purchase Receipt Processing

On the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, changes to the UI have been made as follows:

• In the Summary area, the Total Amt., Control Amt., Currency, and Currency Rates boxes
have been removed.

• The Financial Details tab has been removed. The Unbilled Quantity column has been moved
to the Summary area.

• On the Document Details tab, the Ext. Cost and Manual Cost columns have been removed.
The Accrual Account and Accrual Sub. columns are now hidden by default. The new Estimated
IN Ext. Cost and Final IN Ext. Cost columns have been added. Estimated IN Ext. Cost is the
Ext. Cost of the purchase order line minus the line discount and inclusive taxes. Final IN Ext.
Cost is the Ext. Cost of the corresponding inventory transaction line.

• The Other Information tab has been added. The Branch, Bill Date, Workgroup, and Owner
boxes have been moved to this tab.

• The new Purchase Orders, PR History and Billing History tabs have been added. On
these tabs, a user can review the list of related documents. For more information, see Order
Management: Easy Viewing of Documents Related to Purchase Documents.

On the Document Details tab of the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form, the following UI changes have
been made:

• The Accrual Account and Accrual Sub. columns have been added. The columns can be edited
and are mandatory for stock items and for non-stock items requiring receipt. The account and
subaccount specified in this column are copied to the purchase receipt and to the Accounts
Payable bill.

• The Received Amt. column has been removed.

• The Billed Qty. and Billed Amount columns have been added. Billed Qty. is calculated as the
sum of line quantities in released Accounts Payable bills for the related purchase order line. Billed
Amount is calculated as the sum of amounts in released Accounts Payable bills for the related
purchase order line.

• The Closed check box has been added. The system now sets the status of the purchase order
to Closed if all purchase order lines are closed (that is, have the Closed check box selected).
Lines are closed automatically in case they are fully received and billed, which means that fully
received purchase order remains in the Open status until it is billed in full. Closed lines are not
added to the Accounts Payable bill. Completed lines (that is, the ones with the Completed check
box selected) are not added to the purchase receipt prepared for the purchase order.

Finally, on the Accounts Payable Preferences (AP101000) form, the On Receipt Entry and On Receipt
Release options have been removed for the Vendor Price Update combo box.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(203))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=22785a00-61cc-478d-b9ce-af5e881d4432
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Default Amounts in Lines in an AP Bill

When an accounts payable bill is prepared for a purchase order, the system copies the purchase order
lines of any type to the bill, and specifies the default amount for each bill line by using the following
rules:

• If the bill line is prepared for the full quantity of the purchase order line, the system copies the
Unit Cost and Ext. Cost values from the purchase order line to the AP bill line.

• If the bill line is prepared for a partial quantity of the purchase order line, the system copies the
Unit Cost value from the purchase order line to the AP bill line, and calculates the Ext. Cost
value by using the following formula:

Ext. Cost in the bill line = Qty. in the bill line * Ext. Cost of the
purchase order line / Qty. of the purchase order line

Tax and Discount Application

All discount and tax information has been excluded from the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form. The
following changes to the logic of tax and discount application have been introduced:

• Line discounts are now prorated from the purchase order to the Accounts Payable bill.

• Group and document discounts are now recalculated in the Accounts Payable bill based on the line
quantity and amount in this bill.

• The tax IDs, vendor tax zone, and tax categories are copied from the purchase order to the
Accounts Payable bill. Taxes are recalculated in the Accounts Payable bill based on the tax
information (taxable amount, tax category, tax zone) specified in this bill.

Application of the AP Bill Before the Receipt of Items

Previously, for stock items and non-stock items required receipt, the user could not process the
Accounts Payable bill before the purchase receipt was released. To give users this ability, the new Allow
AP Bill Before Receipt check box has been added to the General Info tab of the Vendor Locations
(AP303010) form and to the Purchase Settings tab of the Vendors (AP303000) form (for the vendor's
default location).

The state of this check box is copied from the vendor's location settings to the newly created purchase
order. The user can review this check box for a particular purchase order on the Other Information
tab of the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form. Depending on the state of the check box on this form, the
purchase order is processed as follows:

• If the check box is selected, a user can enter the purchase receipt and Accounts Payable bill in
any order. Each line of the Accounts Payable bill is linked to the related purchase order line. If
the Accounts Payable bill is created and released before the creation and release of the purchase
receipt, the cost for the related inventory transaction line is calculated from the cost of the
corresponding line of the Accounts Payable bill.

• If the check box is not selected, the related Accounts Payable bill can be created only after the
user has prepared and released the related purchase receipt. Each line of the Accounts Payable
bill is linked to the related purchase receipt line and purchase order line. For each purchase
receipt line, a separate line is created in the Accounts Payable bill.

For a direct purchase receipt or purchase return without a link to purchase order line, and for the
individual lines added to the purchase receipt or purchase return without a link, the state of the Allow
AP Bill Before Receipt does not affect the processing. The prepared Accounts Payable bill could be
released after the purchase receipt or purchase return is released. Each Accounts Payable bill line is
linked to the related purchase receipt or purchase return line.
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Changes in Reports

The Show Bill For box has been added to the report parameters of the Purchase Order Receipt and
Billing History (PO643000) report (which has been renamed from Purchase Order Receipts History),
to provide the ability to generate a report with the list of corresponding purchase receipts and bills for
related purchase order lines (see the following screenshot).

Figure: Purchase Order Receipt and Billing History report generated for all lines

To provide comprehensive information on the purchase orders and documents that relate to them, the
following reports have also been improved:

• Purchase Receipt (PO646000)

• Purchase Order Summary (PO610500)

• Purchase Order Details by Vendor (PO611000)

• Purchase Order Details by Account (PO612000)

• Purchase Order Details by Inventory Item (PO611500)

• Purchase Receipt Summary (PO620500)

• Purchase Receipt Details By Vendor (PO621000)

• Purchase Receipt Billing Details (PO632000)

• Purchase Receipt Billing Summary (PO631500)

• Purchase Accrual Details (PO631000)

• Purchase Accrual Summary(PO630500)

The following limitations apply to the reports:

• The received cost and quantity are updated in the Purchase Accrual Summary(PO630500) and
Purchase Accrual Details (PO631000) reports after the release of the purchase receipt regardless
of the release of the corresponding inventory transaction and General Ledger batch.

• The Purchase Receipt Billing Summary (PO631500) and Purchase Receipt Billing Details
(PO632000) reports show only purchase receipts for purchase orders that have the Allow AP Bill
Before Receipt check box cleared.

Other Changes and Notes

Note the following points about user interface changes:
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• If the Allow AP Bill Before Receipt check box is selected in a purchase order, a user can now
link Accounts Payable bill lines to purchase order lines by clicking the Link Line button on the
form toolbar of the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form. In the dialog box that opens, the user
selects the needed purchase order lines with stock and non-stock items requiring receipt.

• The Currency and Pay-to Vendor values specified in the purchase order on the Purchase
Orders (PO301000) form are now copied directly to the Accounts Payable bill on the Bills and
Adjustments form.

Notes on Upgrade Procedure

Before upgrade, we recommend that you release all purchase receipts and the Accounts Payable
bills, especially the ones with landed costs. During upgrade, for purchase receipts with landed costs,
corresponding landed cost documents will be created. After upgrade, purchase receipts will not include
tax and discount information.
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Order Management: New Landed Cost Document
Type

In general, landed cost processing is separate from the process of receiving items. Also, in most
cases, the landed cost vendor differs from the vendor that sent the goods. To enhance the processing
of landed costs and remove extraneous information from purchase receipts, the new landed cost
document has been introduced in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

For more information about landed costs processing, see Allocating Landed Costs.

Landed Cost Improvements

Landed cost documents include landed costs and can be created and reviewed on the new Landed
Costs (PO303000) form. For a landed cost document, a user can click Add PO Receipt or Add PO
Receipt Line on the table toolbar of the Document Details tab. In the dialog box that opens (see
the following screenshot), the user can then add a released purchase receipt or particular lines of a
released purchase receipt for which landed costs should be allocated.

Figure: Adding purchase receipts to a landed cost document

On the Landed Costs tab, the user specifies the landed cost codes and their amounts (see the
screenshot below). The entered amount is allocated among the lines on the Document Details tab
according to the allocation method specified in the landed cost code, and is shown in the Allocated
Amount column on the Document Details tab. If a user changes the weight or volume (or both)
in a line on the Document Details tab, the system recalculates the allocated amounts accordingly.
On release of the landed cost document, the inventory adjustment and the Accounts Payable bills to
the landed cost vendor (if the Create AP Bill check box is selected) are generated; the reference
numbers of the generated documents are shown on the Landed Costs tab, as shown in the following
screenshot.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(203))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=682b3203-18ed-4258-821a-61a82117d65f
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Figure: Reviewing landed cost code on the Landed Costs tab

Also, a user can now link a line of an Accounts Payable bill created for the landed cost vendor to a line
or multiple lines of landed cost documents. To do this, on the Document Details tab of the Bills and
Adjustments (AP301000) form, the user can click a document line and then click the Link Line button
on the table toolbar (see the following screenshot). In the Link Line dialog box, which opens, the user
selects the Landed Cost mode and selects the landed cost lines to be linked to the bill line. (For a line
with the Inventory ID column left empty, the system selects the Landed Cost mode in the Link Line
dialog box by default.)

Figure: Linking a bill to landed costs

Other User Interface Changes

The following changes related to landed costs have been made to the user interface:
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• On the Purchase Orders Preferences(PO1010000) form, the following new elements have been
added: Create Bill on LC Release (check box), Hold Landed Cost on Entry (check box),
Landed Cost Numbering Sequence, and For Landed Costs (check box) in the Validate Total
on Entry section.

• On the Document Details tab of the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form, the Add LC button
has been added to the table toolbar to provide the user the ability to select related lines of the
released landed cost documents and add them to the bill. The Landed Costs tab has been
removed from this form.

• The Release Landed Costs (AP506500) form has been removed. For mass-releasing the landed
cost documents, the Release Landed Costs (PO506000) form is now used.

• On the Landed Cost Codes (PO202000) form, the Application Method box has been removed.

• The Landed Costs tab of the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form now lists all related landed cost
documents.

Notes on Upgrade Procedure

Before upgrade, we recommend that you release all purchase receipts and the Accounts Payable bills,
especially the ones with landed costs. During upgrade, for purchase receipts and bills with landed costs,
corresponding landed cost documents will be created. After upgrade, purchase receipts will not include
tax and discount information.
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Order Management: Easy Viewing of Documents
Related to Purchase Documents

Each purchase document processed in the system has multiple related documents (for example, a
purchase order can have any number of corresponding purchase receipts, accounts payable bills, and
inventory documents). To help users easily review all documents that relate to a particular purchase
order, receipt, or return, new tabs have been added to the Purchase Orders (PO301000) and Purchase
Receipts (PO302000) forms in Acumatica ERP2018 R2, as you can see in the following screenshot.

Figure: Documents related to the purchase order

The following new tabs have been added to the forms:

• The PO History tab on the Purchase Orders form (shown in the previous screenshot), which
lists purchase documents (receipts and returns) and accounts payable documents (bills and debit
adjustments) that relate to the currently selected purchase order

• The Purchase Orders tab on the Purchase Receipts form, which lists purchase orders that relate
to the currently selected purchase receipt or purchase return

• The PR History tab on the Purchase Receipts form, which lists purchase returns that relate to the
currently selected purchase receipt

• The Billing History tab on the Purchase Receipts form, which lists accounts payable documents
(bills and adjustments) that relate to the currently selected purchase receipt

Other User Interface Changes

• On the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, the following changes have been introduced:

• The Landed Costs tab now lists landed cost documents related to the currently selected
purchase receipt or transfer receipt. For more information on the changes in the
functionality related to landed costs, see Order Management: New Landed Cost Document
Type.
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• On the Other Information tab, the number of the inventory documents generated for the
current purchase receipt, transfer receipt, or purchase return is now shown in the IN Ref.
Nbr. box.

• The Inquiries menu has been removed from the form toolbar.

• On the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form, the Receipts tab has been removed.
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Projects: Default Project Task

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, one of the project tasks can be marked as the default task. On the data
entry forms that support the selection of a project, the default project task is automatically populated
when a user selects a project.

For a project with the Active or In Planning status, a user can select a task to be the default one. To do
that, on the Tasks tab of the Projects (PM301000) form, the user selects the check box in the Default
column for the task, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: The default project task

A user can also mark a project task as the default by selecting the Default check box in the Summary
area of the Project Tasks (PM302000) form, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: The default project task
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Similarly, a user can mark a project template task as the default task of the project template on the
Tasks tab of the Project Templates (PM208000) form or on the Summary tab of the Project Template
Tasks (PM208010) form.
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Projects: Labor Cost Rates

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, a new Labor Cost Rates (PM209900) form has been introduced to provide
a way to define labor cost rates specific to different parameters, including the employee, labor item,
project, project task, and rate type. The labor cost rates feature provides the following advantages:

• Visibility and maintenance of all the applicable labor cost rates on a single form.

• Simple time entry because the system provides the retrieval of labor items and labor cost rates.

• Opportunity to select a labor item in a time card line.

• Support of the prevailing wage.

The prevailing wage is a government mechanism to equalize the wage rates that are paid by a
construction company to non-union workers compared to labor union workers for the same type
of work performed for a certified job. A certified job is a job performed for government, such
as a hospital construction project. For a certified job, the government requires the construction
companies to pay a non-union employee no less than the dictated prevailing wage rate.

• Support of union locals.

If an employee is a member of a local of a union, then the union requires the company to pay the
dictated union rate, which is usually higher than the prevailing wage rate.

For more information about labor cost rates, see Labor Cost Rates.

Migration of Labor Costs

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, labor costs were defined at the employee level. On the General
Info tab of the Employees (EP203000) form, a user can associate the default labor item with the
employee, as shown in the following screenshot. This functionality remains in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(30))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&9513301b-a14a-ae2a-bbc7-9a133ce1c013
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Figure: The labor item associated with the employee

In the default table on the Employee Costs tab of the Employees form, a user could define the
employee's cost, and in the Overrides table, the user could override the currently effective cost for a
particular project and project task. (See the following screenshot.) In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the tab
has been deleted.

Figure: The employee's cost in previous versions of Acumatica ERP

During the upgrade process, if an employee has the default labor item specified on the General Info
tab of the Employees form and some costs defined on the Employee Costs tab of this form, the
system copies each cost with the related settings to the Labor Cost Rates (PM209900) form, including
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the labor item, the employee, the effective date, and the specific project and project task for which the
cost has been overridden. (See the following screenshot.)

Figure: Labor cost rates created based on the employee costs

:  Generic inquiries and reports that used the EPEmployeeRate and EPEmployeeRateByProject
tables have to be updated to use the new PMLaborCostRate table. In generic inquiries, the table name
PX.Objects.PM.PMLaborCostRate has to be populated manually on the Tables tab of the Generic
Inquiry (SM208000) form.

Creation of Labor Cost Rates

On the Labor Cost Rates (PM209900) form, a user can view and edit the existing labor cost rates or
create labor cost rates of the following types, as the screenshot below shows, with the respective level
of detail:

• Labor Item: The labor item

• Employee: The employee and optionally the labor item

• Project: The project and optionally the project task, employee, and labor item.

• Union Wage: The union local and labor item

• Prevailing Wage: The project and labor item

:  A user can view, edit, and create labor cost rates of the Union Wage and Prevailing Wage types if the
Construction feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.

For each labor cost rate, the user specifies the effective date. Among multiple labor cost rates with the
same settings, the system uses the rate with the actual effective date—that is, with the closest effective
date that precedes the current date. A user can also create a labor cost rate with the same settings as
an existing labor cost rate but with the effective date later than the latest effective date of the existing
labor cost rate.

Figure: Types of labor cost rates
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Retrieval of Labor Cost Rates

When a user creates a time card on the Employee Time Card (EP305000) form, for each line, the user
selects the employee, project, project task, labor item, date, union local, certified job, and worker
compensation code, as shown in the screenshot below.

:  The Certified Job, Union Local, and WCC Code columns are shown on the Summary and Details tabs
of the Employee Time Card (EP305000) form if the Construction feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable
Features (CS100000) form.

The system automatically selects the Certified Job check box in the time card line if the corresponding
project has the selected Certified Job check box in the Project Properties section on the Summary
tab of the Projects (PM301000) form. In time card lines, the user can clear this automatically selected
check box or select it manually, if needed.

The system automatically specifies the Union Local in the time card line by using the following logic:

• If the employee has a Union Local ID specified in the Employee Settings section on the
General Info tab of the Employees (EP203000) form and the project has no union local specified
on the Union Locals tab of the of the Projects form, the system selects the union local of the
employee.

• If the employee has a Union Local ID specified in the Employee Settings section on the
General Info tab of the Employees form and this union local matches one of the union locals of
the project specified on the Union Locals tab of the of the Projects form, the system selects the
union local of the employee.

• If the employee has a Union Local ID specified in the Employee Settings section on the
General Info tab of the Employees form and this union local does not match any of the union
locals of the project specified on the Union Locals tab of the of the Projects form, the system
leaves the Union Local column of the time card line blank.

• If the employee has no Union Local ID specified in the Employee Settings section on the
General Info tab of the Employees form, the system leaves the Union Local column of the time
card line blank.

In the time card, a user can clear this automatically selected Union Local check box or select it
manually, if needed.

Figure: Time card entry

For each time card line, the system retrieves the cost rate for the specified employee, project, project
task, labor item, date, union local, and certified job as follows:

1. Among labor cost rates of the Project, Employee, and Labor Item rate types, the system selects
the most specific existing labor cost rate that matches all the settings specified in the time card
line. The following list shows the sets of settings of the labor cost rate, from the most specific to
the least specific:

• The Project rate type, project, project task, employee, labor item, and effective date

• The Project rate type, project, project task, employee, and effective date

• The Project rate type, project, project task, labor item, and effective date
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• The Project rate type, project, project task, and effective date

• The Project rate type, project, employee, labor item, and effective date

• The Project rate type, project, employee, and effective date

• The Project rate type, project, labor item, and effective date

• The Project rate type, project, and effective date

• The Employee rate type, employee, labor item, and effective date

• The Employee rate type, employee, and effective date

• The Labor Item rate type, labor item, and effective date

2. If the time card line has the Certified Job check box selected and a Union Local specified,
the system selects the Union Wage and Prevailing Wage rate types that matches the settings
specified in the time card line. Then the system compares the most specific labor cost rate that
has been found in the previous step with the selected labor cost rates of the Union Wage and
Prevailing Wage rate types. Based on the comparison, the system selects the higher labor cost
rate.

Changed and New Forms

The following forms have been added:

• Labor Cost Rates (PM209900): A user can use this form to create labor cost rates or to view and
edit existing labor cost rates.

• Union Locals (PM209700): A user can use this form, which is shown in the following screenshot,
to create union locals or to view and edit existing union locals.

Figure: Union Locals (PM209700) form

In addition to the added forms, multiple enhancements have been made to the UI of the following
forms:

• Employees (EP203000): In the Union Local ID box in the Employee Settings section on the
General Info tab, a user can select the default union local for the employee. The Employee
Cost tab has been deleted.

• Projects (PM301000): In the Project Properties section on the Summary tab, a user can select
the Certified Job check box to mark that the project is a certified job. On the Union Locals tab,
you can populate the list of applicable union locals.

• Employee Time Card (EP305000).

• Employee Time Activities (EP307000).

• Activity (CR306010).

• Email Activity (CR306015).

• Time and Expenses Preferences (EP101000).
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Projects: Project-Centered Entry

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, project-centered entry has been implemented on the Purchase Orders
(PO301000) and Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) forms.

In the table on the Document Details tab of these forms, a user can move the project and project
task columns to the top-left position in the grid and start the data entry from these columns. If a user
changes or clears the inventory item, account, subaccount, or warehouse in a document line, the
system does not change the project, project task, and cost code in the document line.

If the account in a document line does not belong to an account group, an error message is shown to
the user, but the system does not change the project, project task, and cost code in the document line.
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Projects: Improved Integration with HRM and
Payroll Systems

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, integration with payroll systems is available through the new contract-
based API (the Default endpoint of the 18.200.001 version). This includes the following opportunities:

• The integration with construction-specific payroll systems, including the ability to upload projects,
project tasks, and cost codes from Acumatica ERP, which serves as the primary source of the
project data

• The support of standard labor costs for projects along with actual labor costs for projects, which
are calculated and received from a construction-specific payroll system

• A proper calculation of union wages and prevailing wages in a construction-specific payroll
system, which is possible due to additional settings defined during the entry of employee time in
Acumatica ERP

• The import of employee time from a construction-specific payroll system to Acumatica ERP as
time entries used for labor cost accounting in projects

Basic Integration Scenario

A basic scenario for integration between Acumatica ERP2018 R2 and a payroll system involves the
following steps:

1. An employee logs his or her activity in Acumatica ERP by creating time entries on the Employee
Time Activities (EP307000), Employee Time Card (EP305000), or Activity (CR306010) form.

2. After the time entries have been approved and released, they are exported to an external payroll
system, where they can be further processed.

3. When the entries have been processed in the external payroll system, the General Ledger
transactions created based on the entries are imported to Acumatica ERP.

4. When the General Ledger transactions have been verified in Acumatica ERP, the transactions are
released and posted to the General Ledger.

Interfaces for Integration

For integration of an external payroll system with Acumatica ERP, a user can use the following
endpoints defined on the Web Service Endpoints (SM207060) form to access web services:

• The TimeEntry endpoint of the 18.200.001 version for employee time entries

• The JournalTransaction endpoint of the 18.200.001 version for General Ledger transactions

• The LaborCostRate endpoint of the 18.200.001 version for standard labor cost rates

• The Default endpoint of the 18.200.001 version for the rest of entities

The following options have been added to the system:

• An option to not post any Project transactions on release of time activities

• An option to not create Project transactions on release of General Ledger transactions with the
specified project

Time Entries

For a time entry that can be exported to an external payroll system, on the Employee Time Card
(EP305000), Employee Time Activities (EP307000), and Activity (CR306010) forms, a user can specify
the following settings, as shown in the screenshot below:
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• Employee

• Date (Week and the days of the week in the table)

• Time Spent

• Billable Time, which may differ from spent time

• Description

• Earning Type, which is typically used to distinguish regular hours and overtime

• Project

• Project Task

• Cost Code

• Certified Job (a check box you select or clear)

• Union Local (a local of a union)

• Labor Item, which is used to differentiate types of work being performed

• WCC Code (worker compensation class code)

• Status, which is the approval status of the time entry

Figure: A time entry on the Employee Time Card (EP305000) form

General Ledger Transactions

When a General Ledger transaction is imported to Acumatica ERP, its details are imported to the
following settings on the Journal Transactions (GL301000) form, as shown in the screenshot below:

• Branch

• Account

• Subaccount

• Project

• Project Task

• Cost Code

• Quantity

• Unit of Measure

• Debit Amount

• Credit Amount

• Transaction Description

• Reference number (Ref. Number), which is text information
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• Transaction Date

• Post Period

Figure: A GL transaction on the Journal Transactions (GL301000) form
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Projects: Quotes

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, a new Project Quotes feature has been introduced. The feature provides the
following capabilities:

• Ability to use generic inquiries and dashboards to create a sales forecast for projects based on
project quotes.

• A simple project quote data entry form that is similar to the entry forms used for sales orders and
invoices.

• Ability to use project templates for the flexible and quick entry of new project quotes.

• A complete workflow for a project quote, which includes its approval, printing, and sending by
email. Once agreement has been reached on the terms of the quote, the quote can be converted
to a project.

• Ability to utilize the improved mechanism of the labor cost rates table in the quote estimation.

• Integration with CRM sales quotes, which gives users the ability to manage sales quotes and
project quotes in a single place.

• Integration with CRM opportunities, which enables users to track the versions of an opportunity by
means of different project quotes linked to one opportunity that represents a single deal.

• Ability to bill the project at the prices agreed upon with the client at the quote stage.

The feature makes available the new Project Quotes (PM304500) form, on which users can enter and
modify a project quote, and each modification can be printed and sent to the customer for review as
many times as it is necessary until an agreement is reached. An optional approval workflow can be
enabled for project quotes so that a manager can approve a quote before it is sent to the customer.
After the customer agrees to the terms of the quote, the user can convert the winning quote to a
project. If the Customer Management feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form, a project quote can be created based on an opportunity on the Opportunities (CR304000)
form. The value of the primary quote in an opportunity is reflected as the opportunity value for sales
reporting purposes.

To start using the Project Quotes feature, on the Enable/Disable Features form, a user enables this
feature.

The project quote capabilities are described further in the remaining sections of this topic. For more
information about labor cost rates, see Quotes in Projects.

Project Quote Workflow

The project quote workflow may include the following stages, which are described in the remaining
sections of this topic and shown in the diagram below:

1. Creating a project quote.

A user could instead start from an opportunity and create a quote for the opportunity.

2. Submitting the quote.

3. Optionally, approving the quote.

4. Sending the approved quote to the customer for agreement.

5. Changing the quote after negotiations with the customer.

A user could instead create a new quote within the opportunity, and leave the first quote as it is.

6. Converting the quote to a project.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(30))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&9270d45a-8a6b-48f4-8a73-5031fff3b8a6
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Figure: The workflow of a project quote

Project Quote Creation

A user can create a project quote from scratch on the Project Quotes (PM304500) form, as shown in the
screenshot below. On the following tabs of the form, the user specifies the settings of the project quote:
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• Project Tasks: The project tasks that can be preloaded from the project template selected in the
Summary area of the form

• Estimation: Prices, the estimation of labor and material costs, billing rates, or fixed price
amounts

• Billing Information: Contact, address, and financial details, such as credit terms

Figure: The Project Quotes (PM304500) form

On the Project Quotes form, you can print the selected project quote by clicking Actions > Print
Quote on the form toolbar. The default form for printing the project quote is shown in the following
screenshot.
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Figure: The default printing form of the project quote

A user can also create a project quote based on the selected opportunity on the Opportunities
(CR304000) form by clicking Create Quote on the form toolbar.

Project Quote Approval

A project quote supports the standard Acumatica ERP approval process. The approval map can be
configured on the Assignment and Approval Maps (EP205500) form and then specified in the Quote
Approval Map box on the General Settings tab of the Projects Preferences (PM101000) form. The
approval notification for project quotes can be specified in the Quote Pending Approval Notification
box.

The approval process is optional; the configuration of the approval process can be skipped and a user
can create an approved project quote right away.

Creation of a Project Based on a Project Quote

A project quote with the Prepared or Sent status can be converted to a project. To do this, in the
Summary area of the Project Quotes (PM304500) form, a user should specify the following settings for
the project quote:

• Project Template: The template to be used for the creation of the project

• New Project ID: The identifier of the project
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On the form toolbar, the user clicks Convert to Project to convert the project quote to a project.

When the system creates a project based on the project quote, to populate the cost budget, the system
groups the estimation lines of the project quote by project task, inventory item, cost code, and cost
account group. For each group of estimation lines, on the Cost Budget tab of the Projects (PM301000)
form, the system creates a cost budget line with the following settings:

• Project Task: The project task of the aggregated estimation lines.

• Inventory ID: The inventory item of the aggregated estimation lines. Estimation lines without an
inventory item specified are aggregated into a cost budget line with the empty item code, which
is defined in the Empty Item Code box on the General Settings tab of the Projects Preferences
(PM101000) form.

• Account Group: The cost account group of the aggregated estimation lines.

• Original Budgeted Quantity: The total quantity of the aggregated lines if each of the lines has
the same UOM. Otherwise, the quantity is zero.

• Original Budgeted Amount: The total extended cost of the aggregated lines.

When the system creates a project based on the project quote, to populate the revenue budget, the
system groups the estimation lines of the project quote by the following attributes, depending on the
revenue budget level of the project template of the project quote, which is specified in the Revenue
Budget Level box on the Summary tab of the Project Templates (PM208000) form:

• Task: The estimation lines are aggregated by project task and revenue account group.

• Task and Item: The estimation lines are grouped by project task, revenue account group, and
inventory item.

• Task and Cost Code: The estimation lines are grouped by project task, revenue account group,
and cost code.

For each group of estimation lines, on the Revenue Budget tab of the Projects form, the system
creates a revenue budget line with the following settings:

• Project Task: The project task of the aggregated estimation lines.

• Inventory ID: The inventory item of the aggregated estimation lines. Estimation lines without an
inventory item specified are aggregated into a cost budget line with the empty item code, which
is defined in the Empty Item Code box on the General Settings tab of the Projects Preferences
form.

• Account Group: The revenue account group of the aggregated estimation lines.

• Original Budgeted Quantity: The total quantity of the aggregated lines if each of the lines has
the same UOM. Otherwise, the quantity is zero.

• Original Budgeted Amount: The total amount of the aggregated lines.

When the system creates a project based on the project quote, project tasks and project attributes are
copied to the project from the project quote.

Once a project quote is converted to the project, the quote cannot be modified.

In a project created based on a project quote, the reference to the quote is displayed on the Summary
tab of the Projects form.

The project template reference is not copied from the project quote to the project, to avoid confusing
the user because a project that is created based on a project quote with a project template specified
can have a very different structure of project tasks and the project budget than a project that is created
directly on the Projects form based on the same project template.
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Integration with Opportunities and Sales Quotes

On the Opportunities (CR304000) form, for the selected opportunity, a user can create a sales quote or
a project quote, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: Creation a quote for an opportunity

On the Quotes tab of the Opportunities (CR304000) form, the user can review all the quotes linked to
the selected opportunity, as shown in the screenshot below. The primary quote of the opportunity is
the quote for which the check box in the Primary column is selected. If a project quote is the primary
project quote of an opportunity, the project quote reflects the opportunity value. However, the details of
the project quote and the actions applicable to the quote are not reflected in the opportunity.

Figure: Project quotes related to the opportunity

With the linked opportunity and project quote the user can do the following:

• On the Opportunities form, create a copy of the quote selected on the Quotes tab

• On the Opportunities form, mark the quote selected on the Quotes tab as primary

• On the Opportunities form, print the quote selected on the Quotes tab

• On the Opportunities form, send the quote selected on the Quotes tab, which updates the quote
status to Sent

• On the Opportunities form, make the primary quote available for editing, which updates the status
of the quote to Draft

• On the Opportunities form, submit the primary quote, which updates the status of the quote to
Prepared

• On the Project Quotes form, remove the opportunity with the New or Open status from a project
quote if the project quote is not the primary quote for the opportunity

A user can find all the project and sales quotes on the All Quotes (PM3045PL) form, as shown in the
following screenshot.
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Figure: The All Quotes (PM3045PL) form
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UX: Acumatica ERP Welcome to Acumatica Page

With Acumatica ERP2018 R2, Acumatica delivers access to the company's educational resources and
latest news on the Welcome to Acumatica page. The Welcome to Acumatica page offers access to a
variety of resources that are aimed to enhance customer experience with Acumatica ERP and help users
to get the most out of the application.

Welcome to Acumatica Page Resources

The Welcome to Acumatica page includes five sections, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: Resources available at the Welcome to Acumatica page

1. The New to Acumatica? section provides access to the following resources (clicking the link
opens a pop-up window with three tabs):

• The Acumatica documentation portal, where the most recent documentation can be
found, including job aids and Framework API Reference (which are not available within the
product).

• Open University, which is a free internet portal with Acumatica educational resources for
everyone who is interested in the Acumatica product offerings and technology.

• Links to Acumatica social channels.
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2. The Customer Portal section provides direct access to the Acumatica customer portal, a single
access point to our educational resources, and news that is always available.

3. The link in the Acumatica Development Platform section leads you to the Acumatica Developer
Network website.

4. The Announcements section contains links to the latest and most important Acumatica news and
press releases.

5. The News section is a feed of company news, which is regularly updated.

Access to the Welcome to Acumatica Page

By default the Welcome to Acumatica page is the system Home page, if there are no dashboards
configured in the system. If the system has dashboards configured, the Welcome to Acumatica page
can be accessed by clicking the Acumatica News link in the Help drop-down menu, as demonstrated in
the following screenshot.

Figure: Access to the Welcome to Acumatica page from the Help drop-down menu

For details, see Welcome to Acumatica page in Acumatica ERP.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5b252a71-0020-4116-9df6-9ffbdb2c0b99
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UX: Pop-Up Notes

In response to requests from clients, Acumatica introduces ability to communicate important
information about an entity to other Acumatica ERP users. In the 2018 R2 version, a user can leave a
note about a customer, a vendor, or an inventory item that will be displayed to other users when they
select the entity while creating documents in the system. For details, see To Attach a Pop-Up Note to a
Record.

Adding a Pop-Up Note

The standard dialog window used for attaching a note to the records has been extended with the Add
Pop-Up Note check box, as shown in the screenshot below. (The dialog box is brought up when a user
clicks Notes on a form title bar.)

Figure: Enabling the box for entering a pop-up note

When a user selects the check box, the system displays the Pop-Up Note box, where the user may
enter a note, as shown in the following screenshot. (The ability to enter a standard note for the record
is preserved if this check box is selected; a user may enter it in the Note box.)

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(489))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=80e8daf1-b1c3-48bf-b4e8-c59509b40b01
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(489))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=80e8daf1-b1c3-48bf-b4e8-c59509b40b01
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Figure: Adding a pop-up note for the vendor's account.

After entering the note, the user clicks OK in the Enter Record Note form and saves changes for the
record.

Users may add pop-up notes to the following entities:

• Customer accounts by using the Customers (AR303000) form.

• Vendor accounts by using the Vendors (AP303000) form.

• Inventory items by using the Stock Items (IN202500) and Non-Stock Items (IN202000) forms.

Displaying a Pop-Up Note

When a user creates a document in the system with a record to which a pop-up note has been added
earlier, the system will display the note as pop-up window, see the following screenshot.
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Figure: Viewing the pop-up note added for the vendor's account.

Users may view pop-up notes added for customer accounts and inventory items when create documents
on the following forms:

• Invoices and Memos (AR301000)

• Cash Sales (AR304000)

• Sales Orders (SO301000)

• Invoices (SO303000)

Pop-up notes added for vendor accounts will be displayed if users create documents on the following
forms:

• Bills and Adjustments (AP301000)

• Purchase Orders (PO301000)

• Purchase Receipts (PO302000)
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Documentation: Reorganized User Guides and
Help Dashboard

In addition to the help drop-down menus introduced in previous versions of Acumatica ERP, in 2018 R2
the structure of the documentation set has been changed.

New Documentation Set

The huge and hard-to-navigate User Guide has been split into smaller guides. The content in these
guides has been grouped by a user competencies, functional areas, or usage. Now the documentation
set includes a separate guide for novice users (Getting Started), guides for system administrators (such
as System Administration and Integrations), and guides for users of a particular functional area of
the system (for example, Order Management and Finance). Part of the content (primarily reference
materials, such as release notes and form and report reference topics) has been grouped based on its
usage.

Sections on the Help Dashboard

With the new documentation set, there are 30 user guides, instead of nine in the previous versions.
To simplify navigation between guides, sections for the Help dashboard have been introduced. The
dashboard is split into sections, each of which groups the guides aimed to a particular audience, as
shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: Help dashboard with sections

The following other small improvements have been made to the cards that represent wikis:

• In previous versions, to open a wiki a user had to click Explore on the card. Now, a user may
click anywhere at the card.

• A vertical colored bar has been added to a card, to additionally support grouping. The color of
bars can be customized by creating a custom theme for interface.
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Section Assignment

The Section box has been added to the Modern UI section of the Wiki (SM202005) form; see the
screenshot below. A user can assign a section to a wiki by selecting one of the predefined options. By
default, the box is empty. These sections determine where the wiki is listed on the Help dashboard (as
described in the previous section). A wiki, for which a section is not assigned, will be displayed at the
bottom of the dashboard and its card will not have a colored bar.

Figure: Set of Help dashboard sections

The set of sections is not configurable, but it can be expanded by means of customization. For example,
if an ISV solution includes documentation as a separate customization package or a wiki included in the
solution package, then the solution developer may add to the package an additional section and assign
it to the wiki.

:  The Default Icon box that was added in the version 2017 R2 and reserved for future use, has been
removed as the cards design has been changed in the version 2018 R2.
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Documentation: Content Enhancements

Content of multiple Help guides has been enhanced (see details in the following sections).

Organization Management Guide

The Organization Structure Guide and the Time and Expenses Guide have been merged into the
Organization Management Guide.

The Organization Management Guide has been updated as follows:

• The Overview topics of the Organization Structure and Time and Expenses parts have been
renamed to Overview of Organization Structure Processes and Overview of Time and Expenses
Processes, respectively. The topics have been reviewed and now contain up-to-date information.

• The Managing Companies and Branches chapter in the Organization Structure part has been
reviewed and updated, minor inaccuracies have been eliminated.

• The Managing Employees chapter has been added to the Organization Structure part. The chapter
contains a new topic about employees and the settings that may be specified for an employee.

• The Company Tree topic in the Organization Structure part has been renamed to Company Tree
and Workgroups. The topic has been revised with a focus on workgroups.

• The Company Tree and Workgroups and Multiple Calendar Support topics have been included in
the Managing Employees chapter.

• The Reporting Time chapter in the Time and Expenses part has been reviewed and updated,
minor inaccuracies have been eliminated.

CRM Guide

The Customer Management Guide has been renamed to CRM Guide. The following changes have been
made:

• Multiple procedures have been added to the guide.

• Procedures related to a particular topic have been appended to this topic to maintain information
integrity and for easier navigation.

Accounts Payable Guide

The Accounts Payable part of the User Guide has been reviewed and restructured for easier navigation
throughout the Guide. The following changes have been made:

• The Managing Vendors part has been added, which describes in detail the preliminary
configuration before creating new vendor accounts and lists other steps required for vendor setup.

• Accounts Payable procedures have been grouped into separate topics such as Processing Bills and
Adjustments, Processing Checks and Payments, Processing Prepayments, and others to make it
easier for users to find operations related to their everyday work.

• Several new topics with conceptual information and procedures have been added.

Currency Management Guide

The Currency Management Guide has been completely reviewed and updated. The following changes
have been made:
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• The Overview topic has been renamed to Overview of Currency Management processes. This
topic now contains information grouped by main processes that can be performed in the Currency
Management functional area.

• The Configuring the Currency Management Submodule chapter has been added with information
about how to prepare and configure the submodule in the system.

• The Configuring Currency, Managing Currency Rates, Managing Translations, and Managing
Revaluations chapters have been updated and extended with new conceptual topics and
procedures.

General Ledger Guide

The content of the General Ledger Guide has been further reviewed and enhanced as follows:

• The Managing Budgets and Managing Allocations chapters have been reviewed and updated. New
conceptual topics and procedures have been added.

• Review and enhancements of the Managing Consolidations chapter have been made.

• Procedures related to reviewing of balances and account and transaction details have been moved
to the new Reviewing Balances and Details chapter.

Order Management Guide

The Sales Orders, Purchase Orders and Purchase Requisition parts of the User Guide have been
combined into the Order Management Guide. The following changes have been made:

• The Overview topics of the Sales Orders, Purchase Orders and Purchase Requisition parts have
been renamed to Sales Orders Processes, Purchase Orders Processes and Purchase Requisition
Processes, respectively.

• Topics that describe configuring workflows, order types, processing options and other settings that
relate to order management have been grouped into the Configuring Order Management section.
Multiple topics with conceptual information about order management configuration have been
added.

• New sections about different scenarios of sales, purchases and returns processing have been
added.

• Multiple new topics and procedures have been added.

Inventory Management Guide

The Inventory Guide has been renamed to Inventory Management Guide. The following enhancements
have been made in the guide:

• The guide has been restructured. Topics are now grouped in chapters that correspond to usage
scenarios.

• Topics with procedures for the most common processes have been added.

• The majority of topics with conceptual information have been restructured and extended.

• The Closing Inventory Periods chapter has been added. This chapter contains topics with
conceptual information and procedures related to closing financial periods in the Inventory
submodule.

Getting Started Guide

The Getting Started Guide has been created. The guide consists of the existing topics that can be
handy for new users of Acumatica ERP. The Getting Started Guide topics are structured in such order,
so that new users of Acumatica ERP can quickly find information that is relevant for the user role
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in the organization. The Getting Started Guide contains information about access to the system,
personalization of the system (such as configuration of your user profile, management of document
processing, and configuration of your workspace), and description of system-wide actions that can be
used in Acumatica ERP.

The Getting Started Guide has been enhanced as follows:

• Similar content has been merged

• Duplicate chapters and topics have been eliminated.

• Obsolete names of chapters and topics have been updated.

• Content of the Getting Started Guide has been revamped.

Administration Guide

The Administration Guide has been created. The guide consists of the existing user guide topics related
to system administration user role. The Administration Guide provides information about abilities of a
system administrator to configure and manage the system.

Other system administration topics improvements:

• Duplicate topics have been eliminated.

• Obsolete names of the sections have been updated.

• Various administrator-related content of the User Guide has been revamped.

Reporting Tools Guide

The Reporting Tools Guide has been created. For the user convenience, the guide collects the existing
topics related to Acumatica ERP reporting tools in a newly developed document structure. The topics of
the guide are structured in such way, so that users of Acumatica ERP can quickly find the information
that is relevant for the report designer and other report-related user roles. The guide contains
information about Generic Inquiries, Pivot Tables, Dashboard Pages, Microsoft Power BI Integration,
Analytical Reports, Acumatica Report Designer and various Third-Party reporting solutions in Acumatica
ERP.

Existing topics and chapters included in the Reporting Tools Guide have been enhanced as follows:

• The structure and various content of the topics has been revamped significantly.

• Similar content has been merged

• Duplicate chapters and topics have been eliminated.

• Obsolete names of the chapters and topics have been updated.

• Example topics for Generic Inquiries, Pivot Tables, Analytical Reports and others have been added.

• The Third-Party Reporting Solutions group of topics and multiple other new topics have been
added to the guide.

Framework Guide

Acumatica Framework Guide has been updated as follows:

• The Acumatica Framework Overview has been reviewed and contains up-to-date information.

• The Application Programming Overview part has been removed. See the Getting Started with
Acumatica Framework part instead.

• The Design Guidelines part has been renamed to Designing the Application and now contains the
following chapters:
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• Designing the Database Structure and DACs

• Designing the User Interface

• Naming the Graphs and Event Handlers

• The Configuring Webpages part has been renamed to Configuring ASPX Webpages and Reports
and contains multiple chapters related to configuration of particular ASPX elements.

• The Accessing Data part has been added. This part contains the following chapters:

• Querying Data by Using BQL (moved from the Implementing Business Logic part)

• Defining Relationships Between DACs (new)

• Working with Data in Cache and Session (aggregates topics that were scattered over the
Acumatica Framework Guide)

• The Implementing Business Logic part now contains the following new chapters:

• Working with Attachments

• Configuring the UI from the Back End

• The Troubleshooting Acumatica Framework-Based Applications part has been added.

Customization Guide

Acumatica Customization Guide has been updated as follows:

• The Getting Started part has been added.

• The PX.CommandLine tool has been described.

• The Integrating the Project Editor with Microsoft Visual Studio part has been updated and
complemented with the topics about the use of extension libraries and other tips.

• The Integrating the Project Editor with a Version Control System part has been updated to fit any
version control system.

• Information on working with dependent customizations has been complemented.

• Information about customization of field attributes in DAC extensions has been added.

Integration Development Guide

The new Integration Development Guide has been added. The guide includes the topics related to
development of applications for integration of Acumatica ERP with external system by using web
services API. These topics, which were previously located in the Integration part of the User Guide, are
now provided as a separate guide.

Mobile Framework Guide

The Mobile Framework Guide has been moved from the Acumatica Framework Guide to a separate
guide.

Plug-In Development Guide

The topics related to plug-in development, which were a part of the Acumatica Framework Guide, are
now in the separate Plug-In Development Guide.
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Platform: Access Restriction for Editing the
Business Date

The date of a document or a transaction plays an important role in the generation of collection
reports or reconciliation, and by default, the system uses the current business date for newly created
documents. As such, the business date should be changed by only authorized users who know that this
change affects all users in the system and would use the capability judiciously.

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, the new Secure Business Date feature has been introduced to restrict the
ability to change a business date to only users with the BusinessDateOverride role. These users can
click the Business Date menu button in the info area, as shown in the following screenshot, and then
type or select the needed business date.

Figure: View of the business date for a user when the Secure Business Date feature is disabled, or for a user with
the BusinessDateOverride role when this feature is enabled

If a user is not assigned the BusinessDateOverride role when the Secure Business Date feature is
enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, the user will view the business date as an
informational area and have no ability to change it, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: View of the business date for a user without this role when the Secure Business Date feature is enabled

Assigning the Role

By default, the Business Date Override role is not available in the system. This role appears only when
the Secure Business Date feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features form. An administrator can
assign the BusinessDateOverride role to a user by using one of the following forms:

• Users (SM201010): On this form, the administrator selects a user, and on the Roles tab, the
administrator selects the Selected check box for the BusinessDateOverride role in the table.

• User Roles (SM201005): With the BusinessDateOverride role selected, on the Membership tab,
the administrator adds a row for the user to whom the role should be assigned.

For details, see Restrictions on Changing the Business Date.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(26))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=7a2f7fc0-c030-4773-99ae-676dacef1946
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Platform: New Company and Branch Selection
Menu

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, a new entity, company, has been introduced to clarify the
difference between branches that represent legal entities and branches that represent offices or points
of sales within the same legal entity. To help users easily navigate between companies and branches,
the new company and branch selection menu has been introduced in Acumatica ERP2018 R2.

The selection menu has been added to the info area, in the upper-right corner of the Acumatica ERP
screen, as shown in the following screenshot. The selection menu displays all the available companies
with their branches (if any) as a tree to reflect parent-child relations between these entities.

Figure: Company and branch selection menu in the info area

Selection Menu Interface

The interface of the selection menu is straightforward and easy to use.
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Figure: Elements of the company and branch selection menu

1. Displays the company and branch names to which the user is currently signed in

2. Provides the ability to search for a company or a branch

3. Displays the available companies and their branches in a tree format

4. Provides information about the number of configured companies and branches

Ability to Switch Between Companies and Branches

Switching between companies and branches is quite easy. The user opens the selection menu and clicks
the name of a company or a branch to which this user wants to sign in. Note that if a company has
branches, the company node is not available for selection; the user needs to select a particular branch
instead.

Ability to Search for a Company or a Branch

The selection menu is designed to display a limited number of the configured companies and branches
to not overload the user interface. If a system has multiple companies and branches configured, it will
be easier to find a needed one by using the search. The user starts typing a name in the search box
and the system offers possible options for selection.

Figure: The box used to search for a name in the selection menu

For details, see Company and Branch Selection Menu in the Modern UI.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(27))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=97287b48-5fe1-4b94-9a8f-56d47b00a42a
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Platform: Expanded System Monitoring
Capabilities

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, the form that was formerly called Running Processes (SM201530) has been
renamed to System Monitor (SM201530) and has been enhanced as follows:

• The Active Users tab has been added.

• The Resource Usage tab has been added.

• The Active Treads button has been moved from the Request Profiler (SM205070) form to the
System Monitor form.

• The Memory Usage area and Collect Memory button have been moved from the Request
Profiler form to the System Monitor form.

• CPU usage information has been added to the System Monitor form.

For more details, see System Monitor (SM201530).

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(477))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=7569f087-0001-4164-a9cc-dab2a64d781a
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Platform: Mobile Push Notifications for Business
Process Monitoring

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, receiving notifications about business events has been extended further.
Now you can configure a mobile push notification about business events for users with the Acumatica
ERP mobile application installed.

New Subscriber Type

The new Mobile Notification subscriber type has been added to the Create Subscriber menu on
the Subscribers tab of the Business Events (SM302050) form. (See the following screenshot.) A user
selects this type to configure a push notification sent to a mobile device.

Figure: The new Mobile Notification subscriber type

After the user selects the new subscriber type, the system navigates to the Mobile Notifications
(SM204004) form (shown in the following screenshot), where the user can configure details for the
push notification. These details include the users who will receive the notification and the record should
be open after a user taps the notification.
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Figure: Push notification settings

Once the push notification has been configured, the specified users will receive a push notification when
the configured conditions are met. For details, see Subscribers of Business Events and Sending Push
Notifications About Opportunity Assigned.

Receipt of Push Notifications

A user will receive a push notification, as demonstrated in the following screenshot, if push notifications
are allowed for the Acumatica ERP mobile application.

Figure: Push notification on a mobile device

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=6d9e5b08-164d-4eb8-82a6-a41136a3b8cf
https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=f812f476-f83c-4a5d-8034-d44ac2f24c98
https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=f812f476-f83c-4a5d-8034-d44ac2f24c98
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If the user taps the notification, the system redirects the user to the record that triggered the
notification. (See the following screenshot.)

Figure: The record details, to which the user is navigated after tapping the push notification

Limitations
To use mobile push notifications, an administrator must configure HTTPS on the Acumatica ERP2018 R2
website.

:  If the following keys have been used to activate the functionality for testing, an administrator have to
remove these keys from the web.config file of the site:

<add key="mobile:push-notifications:apikeyserviceurl" value="https://
wnnedbxlv4.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/"/>

<add key="mobile:push-notifications:apikey"
value="PUolQovv0V4PFitH6x5GcOUzktR9vF87xMsMk1nd"/>
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Platform: Redesign of Pivot Tables

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, a pivot table can be used as a filter tab on a generic inquiry form.

:  When a pivot table is used in this way, the pivot table that is saved as a generic inquiry filter tab will only
be available as the filter tab for the generic inquiry. It will not appear on the Pivot Tables (SM208010) form.

To Use a Pivot Table as a Filter Tab

1. On the Generic Inquiry (SM208000) form, select the generic inquiry to which you want to add a
filter to and click View Inquiry.

2. In the filtering area above the table, click ... > Save As Pivot.

3. In the dialog box that opens, in the Filter Name box, type the name to be used as the name of
the tab with the pivot table on the inquiry form. If you want to share this pivot table with other
users, select the Shared Filter check box.

4. Click OK to save the pivot table and close the dialog box. A the pivot table edit tab is opened so
that you can make edits.

5. Set up the pivot table, as described in To Add a Pivot Table.

6. In the filtering area above the table, click the Edit pivot table icon. The changes are saved and
the resulting pivot table opens.

:  Click Edit pivot table again if you need to make more edits in the pivot table.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=817daaab-58ed-40bc-98f8-558ec2083446
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Platform: Report Designer Preview Mode

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, Acumatica Report Designer has been enhanced with Preview mode, which is
shown in the following screenshot. Now the user can switch between Design and Preview mode at any
time. The new Preview mode makes the design process more convenient, providing a good idea of what
the resulting report will look like.

If the report consists of multiple pages, then each page is separated from the next one by a page
break.

Figure: Report Designer Preview mode

:  Acumatica Report Designer Preview mode is supported for only Acumatica ERP server version 2018 R2
Preview 2 (18.192.xxxx) or higher.
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Platform: Export of Generic Inquiry Parameters
to a Separate Excel Sheet

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, the algorithm used to export a generic inquiry to Microsoft Excel (which
a user would do by clicking the form toolbar button shown in the following screenshot) has been
enhanced to place parameters on a separate Excel sheet.

Figure: Generic inquiry export to Excel

The resulting Microsoft Excel file will now have the Data sheet, which contains the actual generic inquiry
data, and the Parameters sheet, which contains the parameters that were set up prior to exporting to
Excel. (See the following screenshot.)
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Figure: Generic inquiry Data and Parameters Excel sheets
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Platform: New Navigation Option in Generic
Inquiries

The new navigation parameter Side Panel for a generic inquiry has been introduced in Acumatica
ERP2018 R2. Now a user can view the details of entities related to a record in the inquiry on the same
screen in the side panel. The following screenshot illustrates the ability to view customer details for a
particular sales order in the side panel. For more details, see To Enable Side Panel.

Figure: Viewing customer details for the selected sales order

Adding a Side Panel Navigation Path

A user can add a side panel navigation path to existing generic inquires or new ones by using the
Navigation tab of the Generic Inquiry (SM208000) form. In the Screens area, the user adds a form
of the related entity which details the user wants to review and in the Navigation Parameters table
specifies the parameters to be passed to the selected form. Then in the Window Mode drop-down list,
the user selects the Side Panel option; in the Icon box, the user selects an image to be displayed in the
selection area of the side panel. The following screenshot illustrates adding a side panel navigation path
to a generic inquiry.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=4ddf2c8d-5b67-425c-8862-34e10256dacf
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Figure: Adding a side panel navigation path to a generic inquiry

With the side panel navigation path added, users can view the details of the related entity for each
record in the list returned by the generic inquiry.

Switching Between Side Panel Navigation Paths

A user can add multiple side panel navigation paths to a generic inquiry. The user is limited by only the
set of tables in the generic inquiry, which the user can easily expand by adding new tables and setting
relations. The following screenshot illustrates using two side panel navigation paths in a generic inquiry.

Figure: Using two side panel navigation paths in a generic inquiry

As a result, for each record in the inquiry, users can view the details of multiple related entities, by
switching between paths in the selection area of the side panel. The following screenshot illustrates the
selection area of the side panel.
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Figure: Switching between paths in the selection area of the side panel

Note the following points about the labeled items in the screenshot:

1. If a user clicks this arrow, the system will hide the side panel.

2. If a user clicks this icon, the system will display the details of a salesperson for the selected
sales order.

3. If a user clicks this icon, the system will display the details of a customer for the selected sales
order.

Adding a Dashboard to the Side Panel

A user can also add a dashboard with parameters to the side panel, adding the navigation path for a
dashboard in the same way as for other forms. The following screenshot illustrates adding a dashboard
as a side panel navigation path to a generic inquiry.
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Figure: Adding a dashboard to the side panel

When a user is going through the records of the inquiry, the system will filter widget data by the
parameters passed from the inquiry. The following screenshot illustrates the dashboard on the side
panel.

Figure: Viewing the number of shipments by status for the selected sales order
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For details on adding parameters to dashboards, see Dashboard Configuration.
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Platform: Generic Inquiry Row Insertion

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, the Results Grid tab on the Generic Inquiry(SM208000) has been enhanced
to provide the functionality to insert a row before the currently selected row.

To insert a new row, a user does the following:

1. Selects and right-clicks a row in the list.

2. Clicks Insert Row. The row is inserted before the currently selected row (see the following
screenshot).

Figure: Insert Row action for generic inquiry

Also, the Results Grid tab now supports the dragging of rows. For example, a user can add a new row
to this table and then drag it to the relevant position in the table .
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Figure: Generic Inquiry Dragging a Row
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Platform: Generic Inquiry Export as Report

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2 , the Generic Inquiry (SM208000) form has been enhanced with the ability to
export a generic inquiry as a report that can be used in Acumatica Report Designer.

The user can export information about data access classes to an .rpx file, which will be used in
Acumatica Report Designer as a base to design the report layout.

To export a generic inquiry as an .rpx file, on the Generic Inquiry (SM208000) form, the user can click
Export as Report on the form toolbar.

The system will export the generic inquiry as an .rpx file that has a similar name to that of the generic
inquiry. The resulting exported file will contain information about data access classes of the generic
inquiry, such as the relations, sort order, grouping, and list of tables.
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Platform: Support of Merged ARM Reports

Acumatica ERP has been enhanced to support the sending of multiple reports created in Analytical
Report Manager (ARM). The financial reports can be merged into a report package to be sent as a single
HTML or PDF file on the Send Reports (SM205060) form. For details, see To Merge Analytical Reports.

To merge the ARM reports, the user needs to do the following:

1. On an ARM report form, set up and schedule a template for every report that you want to
merge. For details, see To Create, Remove, and Schedule a Report Template.

2. In the Select Schedule Name dialog box, select the Merge Reports check box and select a
value in the Merging Order box for every report to be merged.

3. Navigate to the Send Reports (SM205060) form, and process the merged reports.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=26868d9f-dc4d-4373-9318-60f3a326ec70
https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=3963f071-c05c-4dff-b32f-f34e6f5719c1
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Platform: User-Defined Fields

In Acumatica ERP2018 R2, the ability to customize forms has been extended further. Now users with
appropriate access rights can add new fields for multiple entities.

Adding a User-Defined Field

Before adding a new field to a screen, a user should define the field properties by using the Attributes
(CS205000) form in the same way as the user would define an attribute. The following screenshot
shows the creation of a user-defined field on this form. Note that the text entered in the Description
box will be used as the caption for the field. We recommend using title-style capitalization for
consistency with other UI elements.

Figure: Defining the MAILDATE field (as an attribute)

For details on defining attributes, see Attributes and User-Defined Fields.

Adding a User-Defined Field to aForm

User-defined fields can be added for only those entities for which corresponding data entry screens
have NoteID in the corresponding DACs.

To add a new field for an entity, a user with appropriate access rights navigates to the Edit User-Defined
Fields (CS205020) form directly from the corresponding data entry form of the entity. To do this, the
user clicks Customization > Manage User-Defined Fields on the title bar of the form, as shown in
the following screenshot.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=9ac91432-d70f-4f00-bc0a-f5569d76cdfd
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Figure: Navigating to the Edit User-Defined Fields form from the Invoices and Memos form

On the Edit User-Defined Fields form, a user can add to the form he or she was previously viewing a
field that has already been defined by clicking Add User-Defined Field on the form toolbar.

:  If the field to be added hasn't already been defined, the user can define a new field by clicking Manage
Attributes on the form toolbar. The system opens the Attributes (CS205000) form in the pop-up window
and you then define the field, save your changes, and return to the Edit User-Defined Fields form to add
the defined field.

When the user clicks Add User-Defined Field, the system opens the User-Defined Field
Parameters dialog box (see the following screenshot), where the user selects the field and specifies its
position on the User-Defined Fields tab of the data entry form.
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Figure: Specifying the parameters of the new field

When the user clicks OK, the system closes the dialog box and adds the field. The added field can be
deleted or edited by using the standard buttons next to it, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: Viewing the added user-defined fields

Using User-Defined Fields

After a user-defined field has been added to a data entry form, the system displays the User-Defined
Fields tab on the data entry form. On the tab, all the added fields are available and placed according to
their specified position; see the following screenshot.
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Figure: Using user-defined fields

Forms That Support User-Defined Fields

A user may add user-defined fields to any of the following forms:

• Time and Expenses

• Expense Receipt (EP301020)

• Expense Claim (EP301000)

• Employee Time Card (EP305000)

• Equipment Time Card (EP308000)

• General Ledger

• Journal Transactions (GL301000)

• Journal Vouchers (GL304000)

• Budgets (GL302010)

• Trial Balance (GL303010)

• Master Financial Calendar (GL201000)

• Allocations (GL204500)

• Recurring Transactions (GL203500)

• Cash Management

• Transactions (CA304000)

• Funds Transfers (CA301000)

• Bank Deposits (CA305000)

• Import Bank Transactions (CA306500)

• Reconciliation Statements (CA302000)

• Anticipated Cash Transactions (CA305500)
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• Cash Accounts (CA202000 )

• Accounts Payable

• Bills and Adjustments (AP301000)

• Checks and Payments (AP302000)

• Quick Checks (AP304000)

• Batch Payments (AP305000)

• Vendor Price Worksheets (AP202010)

• Vendor Locations (AP303010)

• Recurring Transactions (AP203500)

• Vendor Discounts (AP205000)

• Accounts Receivable

• Invoices and Memos (AR301000)

• Payments and Applications (AR302000)

• Cash Sales (AR304000)

• Sales Price Worksheets (AR202010)

• Customer Locations (AR303020)

• Customer Payment Methods (AR303010)

• Recurring Transactions (AR203500)

• Discounts (AR209500)

• Fixed Assets

• Fixed Asset Transactions (FA301000)

• Fixed Assets (FA303000)

• Taxes

• Tax Bills and Adjustments (TX303000)

• Tax Adjustments (TX301000)

• Tax Periods (TX207000)

• Tax Zones (TX206000)

• Tax Categories (TX205500)

• Taxes (TX205000)

• Currency Management and Deferred Revenue

• Translation Worksheets (CM304000)

• Currency Rates (CM301000)

• Deferral Schedules (DR201510)

• Inventory Management

• Receipts (IN301000)

• Issues (IN302000)
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• Kit Assembly (IN307000)

• Transfers (IN304000)

• Adjustments (IN303000)

• Physical Inventory Review (IN305000)

• Item Warehouse Details (IN204500)

• Kit Specifications (IN209500)

• Order Management

• Sales Orders (SO301000)

• Shipments (SO302000)

• Invoices (SO303000)

• Purchase Orders (PO301000)

• Purchase Receipts (PO302000)

• Requests (RQ301000)

• Bidding Responses (RQ303000)

• Requisitions (RQ302000)
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Platform: Contract-Based API Improvements

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the improvements that are described in this topic have been made to the
contract-based API.

Addition of Project Accounting Entities to the New System Endpoint

Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 includes a new system endpoint of the contract-based API
(Default/18.200.001). This endpoint uses the Contract Version 3 and includes the most commonly
used entities from Finance, Order Management, Customer Management, and Project Accounting.
As compared to the Default/17.200.001 endpoint, the list of entities have been expanded with the
entities from Project Accounting. Also, the fields and actions related to discounts and taxes in Order
Management have been added. For the full list of differences between the Default/18.200.001 and
Default/17.200.001 endpoints, see Comparison of Endpoints. For code examples that use these
new entities, see Integration of Acumatica ERP Projects with External Systems (REST and SOAP API
Examples).

The user can review the list of entities that are included in the Default/18.200.001 endpoint on the Web
Service Endpoints (SM207060) form, which is shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: The Default/18.200.001 endpoint

The developer can use the WSDL file or the file with the OpenAPI 2.0 specification to review the API
of the endpoint and build the client applications of Acumatica ERP based on the corresponding file. To
obtain the WSDL file or the OpenAPI 2.0 file, on the Web Service Endpoints form, click either View
Endpoint Service > WSDL or View Endpoint Service > OpenAPI 2.0.

Removed Support for Contract Version 1

Endpoints with Contract Version 1 are no longer supported. The Default/5.30.001 system endpoint,
which used Contract Version 1, has been removed. If any custom endpoints that used Contract Version

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=b49d1af2-80a7-4271-b421-ab64173eead8
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(19))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=78967236-3bc1-48c6-8dc2-d01812ed2326
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(19))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=78967236-3bc1-48c6-8dc2-d01812ed2326
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1 are needed in Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the developer needs to update these endpoints to use a
newer version of the system contract. For details on this process, see Upgrade Procedure: Custom Web
Service Endpoints.
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Platform: Simplified Increase of the Database
Column Size in Customization

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, to modify the size of a text column in the database, a
customizer had to use the ALTER COLUMN statement in an SQL script included in the customization
project. In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, a simplified way to increase the size of text columns has been
added to the Customization Project Editor. For example, a customizer can use this way to increase
the size of the existing DocDesc column of the EPExpenseClaim table from 60 characters to 255
characters.

To increase the size of a text column in a customization project, a customizer can use the Database
Scripts page of the Customization Project Editor. On this page, the new Column Length Increase
action has been added to the Add menu, as shown in the following screenshot.

Figure: Column Length Increase action

For details on increasing the size of a text column, see To Increase the Size of a Column in an Existing
Table.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=738485ba-ccb9-42a3-9daa-c1df69ea246f
https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=738485ba-ccb9-42a3-9daa-c1df69ea246f
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Platform: Improved Mobile App Customization

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, the developer can include the customization of the Acumatica mobile
application in a customization project.

With this improvement, the customization of the Acumatica mobile application can be used for
any needed tenants of an Acumatica instance. Also, the administrator does not need access to the
application server to modify the mobile app files stored on the server: Publication of the customization
project with all necessary changes is performed from the application website.

When a customization project that includes customization to the mobile application is published in a
tenant of an Acumatica ERP instance, the changes to the mobile app are saved to the database for the
corresponding tenant. When the developer unpublishes from the tenant the customization project that
has changes to the mobile application, the changes are removed from the database for this tenant.

The sections below describe the changes in the Customization Project Editor that relate to the
customization of the mobile application.

New Mobile Application Page

The developer adds any changes to the mobile application on the Mobile Application page of the
Customization Project Editor. On this page, the developer can do the following:

• Customize the main menu of the mobile application

• Customize any existing screen of the mobile application

• Remove any existing screen from the mobile application

• Add a new screen to the mobile application

• Remove from the database any changes made to the mobile application in the current tenant or
all tenants

For details on how to perform customization using the Mobile Application page of the Customization
Project Editor, see Mobile Site Map.

The following screenshot shows the Mobile Application page of the Project Editor.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(1))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=4ba4fe00-068a-41e7-8c6f-58fa0b004377
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Figure: The Mobile Application page

New MSDL Editor

Once the developer has added an item on the Mobile Application page of the Customization Project
Editor, the system opens the page, which is shown in the following screenshot. On this page, the
developer can add changes to the mobile application in the Mobile Site Map Definition Language
(MSDL). (For details on MSDL, see Configuring the Mobile Site Map and MSDL.) When the changes are
saved on this page, the system validates the MSDL script; if any errors have been found, the system
shows the errors in the Errors panel. The developer can review the result of modifications in the
Result Preview panel.

:  Mobile site maps in XML format are obsolete and cannot be used in customization projects.

Figure: MSDL editor

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(14))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=64460c7d-b5da-4872-958f-9c1f290168bc
https://help.acumatica.com/(W(1))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=0d4f5b50-7959-4532-8b0e-6352d2a8ee84
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Platform: Navigation Tabs in the Acumatica
Mobile Application

In previous versions of the Acumatica mobile application, users had to scroll down the mobile form to
find the needed group with the detail lines of a record. With the improved mobile application that is
available for Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, users can navigate to the most used detail lists by tapping the
needed tab on the mobile form. Users can also swipe between tabs. For example, for a sales order
record, users can tap any of the following three tabs and swipe between these tabs:

• Summary, which displays the summary fields

• Details, which shows the list of product or service lines included in the order

• Settings, which includes the list of all other details of the sales order (such as taxes and
approvals)

The following screenshot shows the layout of the Sales Order mobile form with the navigation tabs.

Figure: Navigation tabs

Support of Tabs in the Mobile Site Map

To support the tabs on the mobile forms in the mobile site map, the following new layout templates
have been added:

• DataTab: A layout with this template contains one containerLink element, which is rendered as
a list of elements.

• Tab: A layout with this template contains any elements that can be included in the layout
element: layouts, fields, record action links, and container links.

The developer can use these layout templates in the primary container of the mobile form. The
developer can specify the name of the tab by using the displayName attribute of the layout element.
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The following MSDL code shows an example of the layout elements with the tab templates specified in
the layout attributes.

add layout "DetailsTab" {
      displayName = "Details"
      layout = "DataTab"
      add containerLink "DocumentDetails"
}
   
add layout "OrderSettingsTab" {
      displayName = "Settings"
      layout = "Tab" 
      add containerLink "DiscountDetails"
      add containerLink "TaxDetails"
      add containerLink "ApprovalDetails"
}

For details on the layout object syntax, see layout.

https://help.acumatica.com/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=bd31e3a8-538f-47d5-84ff-251ca3d03c43
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Platform: Object Layer in Business Query
Language

Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 introduces changes to the way the system generates an SQL command from
the business query language (BQL) command. Instead of working with the text of the command, the
system now treats a BQL command as an expression that works with SQL tree objects. That is, the
following changes in the conversion of BQL command to SQL have been made:

• For all classes of a BQL statement, the system calls the IBqlCreator.AppendExpression method,
which adds to the command an SQL tree expression that corresponds to the class.

• The handlers of the OnCommandPreparing event now return not the name of the field, but an
expression that corresponds to the field name.

This improvement removes potential security holes that can appear when the SQL text is returned from
the handlers of OnCommandPreparing. Also, this improvement eliminates any post-processing of the
SQL text command, such as adding company ID and company mask restrictions or the SQL flattering
procedure, which was used to simplify requests to the MySQL databases. For details about how BQL
commands are translated to SQL, see Translation of a BQL Command to SQL.

Because of this improvement, in the customization projects, the developers need to implement the
AppendExpression method of IBqlCreator in the custom BQL classes and replace the use of
FieldName in PXCommandPreparingEventArgs with Expr. For details on the required changes in the
customization projects, see Upgrade Procedure: Breaking Changes.

https://help.acumatica.com/(W(19))/Main?ScreenId=ShowWiki&pageid=5bc68600-61ab-4a49-958c-da5d732b2ac2
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Platform: Deferred Query Execution

Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 does not execute a database query once it is configured, which improves the
performance of the application. For example, Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 never fetches multiple records
from the database when a request for a single record is performed.

Suppose that the following code is written in Acumatica ERP or a customization of Acumatica ERP.

SOOrder order = (SOOrder)PXSelect<SOOrder>.Select(graph);
if (order != null)
{
    ...
}

Previous versions of Acumatica ERP executed this code as follows:

1. Fetched all records from the SOOrder table in the Select call

2. Obtained the first record on the application server

Acumatica ERP 2018 R2 processes this code as follows:

1. Configures a delayed query in the Select call

2. Recognizes casting to a data access class (DAC) in the code, modifies the delayed query so that
it selects only one record, and retrieves that record from the database

Because of this improvement, a call of PXSelect<...>.Select(...) does not fetch any records
from the database and does not fill the corresponding PXCache object with records. To make the system
fetch records from the database, a developer needs to directly cast the result of the query execution to
a DAC or an array of DACs, or iterate through DACs in the result with the foreach statement.
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Platform: Reusable Business Objects with
Support of Unit Tests

In previous versions of Acumatica ERP, shared business logic (such as multi-currency functionality and
sales tax functionality) was placed inside attributes and classes inherited from PXSelect classes. With
this approach, the developer had to replicate all underlying data structure definitions for every type of
document that uses shared business logic.

In Acumatica ERP 2018 R2, reusable business objects are implemented for the multi-currency
functionality, for which the UI elements are shown in the following screenshot. Reusable business
objects are a special kind of extensions that are unrelated to any real document and include a complete
set of business logic related to a business process—that is, code, metadata, and data structures.
Because reusable business objects are not connected to real documents, they can be tested separately
without the connection of these objects to the entire system, which simplifies testing and therefore
improves the quality of the product.

Figure: Multi-currency UI elements

These reusable business objects for the multi-currency functionality are available in the
PX.Objects.CM.Extensions namespace. In Acumatica ERP, these business objects are currently
used on the Opportunities (CR304000), Sales Quotes (CR304500), Service Orders (FS300100), and
Appointments (FS300200) forms. If any customizations are applied to these forms, the developer may
need to update the customizations, as described in Upgrade Procedure: Breaking Changes.
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Other Improvements

Organization

AC-75611: On the General Settings tab of the Time and Expenses Preferences (EP101000) form, the
Expense Receipt Numbering Sequence box has been added. In this box, an administrator can select
the numbering sequence to be used for automatic assignment of numbers to new expense receipts.

On the Expense Receipts (EP301010) form and in the Add Receipts dialog box, which a user can open
from the Expense Claim (EP301000) form, the Receipt Number column has been added to the table.

The Receipt ID element has been renamed to Receipt Number throughout the system.

AC-106010: Now if a user is adding a new record or opening an existing record from the Tasks
(EP404000) or Events (EP404100) form, the Task (CR306020) or Event (306030) form, respectively,
opens on the current browser tab instead of in a pop-up window.

AC-107844: On the Quotes (CR3045PL) substitute form (which displays the quotes in list view), the
Primary, Status, and Expiration Date quick filters are now displayed by default. The My Quotes
Expiring in a Week filter tab has been deleted from this substitute form.

On the Account Locations (CR3031PL) substitute form, the Active and Country quick filters are now
displayed by default, and the Account Class ID, Account Status, and Account Type columns are
now available. Initially, these columns are hidden, but they can be made visible in the table through the
Column Configuration dialog box.

Finance

AC-103795: In the previous versions of Acumatica ERP, VAT reduced on early payments did not work
correctly in quick checks and cash sales. With the enhanced calculation algorithm, for cash sales, cash
returns, and quick checks with nonzero cash discounts, a VAT is calculated based on the actual payment
amount, if Reduce Taxable Amount on Early Payment is selected in the Cash Discount box on the
Taxes (TX20500) form.

Services

AC-96966: Each of the following forms now has a substitute form with a list viewthat is, when you
navigate to or search for the form, it is opened as a list of documents or entities created by using the
form:

• Service Orders (FS300100)

• Appointments (FS300200)

• Service Order Types (FS202300)

• Equipment (FS205000)

• Branch Locations (FS202500)

• Billing Cycles (FS206000)

• License Types (FS200900)

• Service Areas (FS201900)

AC-113756: On the Appointments screen of the Acumatica mobile app, a user can now specify the
time in the Actual Start Time and Actual End Time fields for the selected line by invoking the Start
Time and Complete Time actions on the Services or Staff tab. The system sets these times based on
the time the action was invoked on the mobile application.
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Order Management

AC-114264: A new PX.StampsCarrier.StampsCarrier plug-in for carrier integration with Stamps.com
has been introduced. This plug-in also works with USPS and supports international shipping. The USPS
plug-in (PX.UspsCarrier.UspsCarrier) is now obsolete and is used for backward compatibility only.

Projects

AC-113928: If the Validate Document Totals on Entry check box is selected in the Data Entry
Settings section of the General Settings tab of the Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000)
form, the cash discount is now calculated for Accounts Receivable invoices that originate from projects.

AC-110438: For a project being viewed on the Projects (PM301000) form, a user can click Inquiries
> Labor Cost Rates on the form toolbar to open the Labor Cost Rates inquiry. The system navigates to
the Labor Cost Rates (PM209900) form in the same tab with the project selected in the inquiry selection
criteria.

AC-110440: For an employee being viewed on the Employees (EP203000) form, a user can click
Inquiries > Labor Cost Rates on the form toolbar to open the Labor Cost Rates inquiry. The system
navigates to the Labor Cost Rates (PM209900) form with the employee selected in the inquiry selection
criteria.

AC-112402: On the toolbar of the Allocation Rules (PM207500) form, a user can click Clipboard >
Export to XML to export the selected allocation rule to an .xml file. On the same form, the user can
import an .xml file by clicking Clipboard > Import from XML on the form toolbar.

On the toolbar of the Billing Rules (PM207000) form, a user can click Clipboard > Export to XML to
export the selected billing rule to an .xml file. On the same form, the user can import an .xml file by
clicking Clipboard > Import from XML on the form toolbar.

AC-112769: Because the value of the Description column was required on the Revenue Budget and
Cost Budget tabs of the Projects (PM301000) form, a user could not edit an auto-created budget line
that was created with an empty description without having to type a description in the line first.

AC-110007: On the Revenue Budget and Cost Budget tabs of the Projects (PM301000) form, the
system calculates the value of the Performance (%) column as the ratio (expressed as a percentage)
of the actual amount to the revised budgeted amount.

Platform

AC-111376: If a customization project contains the schema of an Acumatica ERP system database
table, an error is now displayed during validation of the customization project.

AC-73686: The File Maintenance (SM202510) form has been enhanced with the ability to use SFTP
(Secure File Transfer Protocol) in the Synchronization Type box of the Synchronization tab.

AC-46955: The Generic Inquiry (SM208000) form has been enhanced with the ability to use formulas
in the Data Field column of the Grouping and Sort Order tabs, as they could already be used on the
Results Grid tab.

AC-113845: The Acumatica Report Designer export algorithm has been enhanced to include clickable
hyperlinks in the resulting files when the report is exported to an Excel or PDF file.

AC-109752: Outdated DemoObsolete and TemplateObsolete data templates have been removed from
the Acumatica ERP Configuration Wizard.
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